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This FaH issue represents at least an approximation of 

what we regard as the objective of the MEJ, that it serve 

the teachers of Minnesota in a way that the national 

journals on which it is modeled can not. The focus of two 

groups of articles is on our own state's reevaluation· and 

change of its traditional patterns of English education in 

order to improve . this education. We are particularly 

pleased at a role that allows us to display the happy re

sults of state-wide cooperation by the State Department of 

Education, individual educational institutions, and the 

professional associations of English teachers, the MCTE 

and MCEE. We are eager to publish whatever will strength

en these bonds and will stimulate the administrations of 

independent school districts to appreciate and support the 

passion of our drive to revitalize the truths of our pro

fession. As we struggl~ through old curricula we come in

to a Platonic calm: it is not that the old truths are dis

covered to be lies, but that they have to be translated in

to the language of our own age. 

The program of preparing undergraduates for careers as 

English teachers, which is carried out by over twenty in

stitutions within the state, will be seriously hampered 

should a pending State Board regulation be approved. This 

regulation would require of cooperating teachers the 

"completion of a minimum of a three quarter-hour course 

in the supervision of student teaching conducted by an 

approved teacher education institution." We are not object

ing to the proposition that those teachers who supervise 

student teachers should have some special instruction 

in how to go about this job, but we are convinced that there 

are more ways than one to achieve the objective of im

proved supervision (e.g. in-service courses). Our own 

Council on English Education might consider sponsoring 

a work-shop on this subject. We would regret the loss of 
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many teachers who are now competently supervising stu

dent teachers, who might well balk at the proposed demand 

that they take a course in how co do it. We urge English 
teachers throughout the state to stand against the ~estrict
ive nature of this regulation. 

Prophecies of future issues: more on Censorship by Sy 

Yesner and Ervin Gaines, Director of the Minneapolis Pub

lic Library; a stimulating article on rhetoric by Dudley 

Flamm of St. Olaf College; a display of graceful scholar

ship by students at Minnesota's private colleges; a select

ion of compositions by elementary and high school stu

dents; a practical, useful article on teaching literature in 

the junior high school by John Streed of Minnetonka East 

Junior High School; an encouraging account, by Professors 

David Harrington and Elmer Suderman, of an English 

faculty seminar, or how the English department of Gus

tavus Adolphus talks across the barriers of a common 

specialization; excerpts from the log of a student teacher 

and his cooperating teacher; and much else. 
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. ~OCUS on R€~ORm1nq th€ CURRICUlum 
MINNESOTA'S OWN NEW PROJECT IN ENGLISH 

I. I HAVE A DREAM 
By GERALD L. KINCAID 

Language Arts Consultant, Minnesota State Department of Education 

Bang! Zing! Lead against flesh and a man dies! This may 
be routine in Vietnam; but when it happened here on April 4, 1968, 
to Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr., the event was followed immediately 
by civilians rioting, looting, and burning! 

Then most of our nation went into mourning for the next five 
• days in tribute to a man who had dedicated his life to preaching 

non-violence. Yet he met a violent death which stimulated more 
violence. 

During the next five days, television and newspapers devoted 
most of their time and space to the subject. The airwaves and 
newsprint were filled with drama and suspense, with tragedy and 
conflict, with eloquent prose and poetry. ''I have a dream . . . " 

f we heard over and over again. 

What does all of this have to do with English teachers and 
the teaching of English? Nothing at all, if we were to judge from 
the talk that went on at an all-day meeting of English supervisors 
on Saturday, April 6, 1968. And that meeting dealt_entirely with 
the inservice education of English teachers. 

Are English teachers, and those who work with them, so insen
sitive and inhumane that they are oblivious to the living drama 
and tragedy, to the overwhelming poignancy and bitter hatred 
swirling about their heads? Not really! But with five classes a 
day and a study hall to supervise, plus extra-curricular acti vi
ties to direct, they have become confined within the four walls 
of the classrooms and the two covers of their textbooks to the 
extent many of them are out of touch with the world in which they 
live! • 

Can all of this be changed? Can English teachers be brought 
back into touch w1th reality? Certainly; they can! In fact, they 
must! 

I have a dream -- given the money, the manpower, and the coop
eration of local school administrators -- that some day all Eng
lish teachers will spend a minimum of one day each week keeping 

( 

in touch with reality -- that some day all English teachers in al 1 
of our schools will sit down together for at least a half day each 
week to determine how to make their subject relevant to their stu-

1 

dents in today's world -- that they will interact creatively, 
stimulating each other to greater and greater heights of creativity 
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for t~e ben~fit of m~kind -- and that these same teachers will 
work ~n solitu~e d~ring another half day each week, working out 
prac~ical ap~licatio~s of .the creative ideas stimulated during 
the interaction sessions -- for their own students in their own 
classes! 

I have a dream -- of a day when English teachers will help 
their studetns inquire into the use and misuse of language in 
human affairs -- instead of teaching grammar as such -- of a day 
wh;.;n English teachers will use literature to help each student 
inquire into the problems that concern him at the moment -- in
stead of teaching the novel, the short story, poetry, etc. -- of 
a day when all teachers will have their students use writing 
every_day to ~evelop their learning and thinking powers, instead 
of writing boring compositions for bored English teachers to 
correct and return. 

I have a dream -- of a day when the teacher will spend his 
time outside the "School day" being a part of his total world, 
his community, his state, his nation, his world -- for only then 
will he be aware of the drama and suspense, of the tragedy and 
conflict, of the eloquent prose and poetry all about him; only 
then will he be able to make his classroom relevant for his 
students and himself! 

Then the English class will become the most exciting, the 
most stimulating, the most popular class in the school -- it will 
become a class where students will be inquiring into use and 
misuse of language in human affairs, in their own lives and in 
the 1i ves of others, through first-hand experiences, and vicar
iously through today's literature as well as that of the past. 
Y~s, I h~ve a dream -- of a day when the creative act of learning 
will dominate most of the student's school experiences -- when 
the joy of the creative act will make the school day the most 
exciting part of the student's life. 

I have a dream -- given the money, the manpower and the coop
eration of local school administrators -- of a day when we can 
bring the most stimulating, and most creative and innovative 
practices and happenings from all over the world to all English 
teachers in their own schools, via TV, to further stimulate and 
provoke their creative powers during their half day of inter
action time. 

Yes, I have a dream -- of a day when school administrators 
are more concerned about the humanity inside their schools than 
with bricks and mortar holding the buildings together -- when 
English teachers are more concerned about the humanity inside 
their classrooms than with the humanities inside their textbooks. 

These dream$ are based upon the following premises: 

1. Today's world is a challenge to man's creative potential; 
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2. 

his very survival may demand the fullest development ~nd 
utilization of that potential. 

Man's greatest self-fulfillment results from the fulles·t 
development and utilization of his creative potential. 

3. The fullest development and utilization of man's creative 
potential requires three conditions. 
a. An ample opportunity to interact with his world. 

, b. An ample opportunity to interact with his fellow work-
I ers. 

c. An ample opportunity for solitude in order to cogitate 
over his outside stimulations and to determine their 
applications to his own situations. 

4. The State Department must help provide such opportunities 
for school administrators so they can provide such oppor-

1 
tunities for their teachers, so they can provide such 
opportunities for their students. 

{,believe these dreams are realistic. In fact, a sta:t has been 
; ade toward their realization. The English teachers rn the Junior 
~igh School ~t Ely have been working together from 1 _:00 to ~: 00 
I .m. every Friday since January. At Benson, the entire Jun1or-

l
~enior High School En¥lish staff ha~e been spending ~ach Wednesday 
working together since April 3 -- with plans to continue through-
i out the coming year. Such changes require money, manpower, and 
· cooperation of local school administrators. But a start has_ been 

I
•''· Our ins,rvice program last fall was for the purpose of 
developing leade_rship at the local leve 1. 

Let us not be afaid to dream nor afraid to work to make our 
!dreams come true. For without dreams, there may be no tomorrow 
(worth 1i ving in. 

11. FOUR REPORTS dN THE PROJECT BY 
DIRECTORS AND PARTICIPANTS 

REPORT ONE 
I By HAROLD FITTERER 

Professor of English at Mankato State, and director of the Project at Robbinsdale 

i If one totals the number of NDEA institutes in English, the 
¥Project English programs, NCTE Workshops, and local, state, and 
~regional workshops, the numerous efforts to focus on the problems 
1of teaching language arts become apparent. 

i Of recent and particular interest to teachers of language arts 1
1is the program carried out during 1967-68 under the auspices of 
the Minnesota State Department of Education's Administrative funds 
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under Title III, NDEA. I say of particular interest becau to put themsel_v_e: through the kind of program which they believed 
f f h . se the b f 1 f h b f h ormat o t is program demonstrates a considerable variance ·f . uld be ene icia or t e mem ers o t ei r particular workshops. 
most of the projects recently carried out Precisely the M'rom ,.11°3rged with _the :es_ponsi_bility_ of defining their discipline, the 

t S D . • . . ' inne, d d d f so a tate epartment 's Pro3ect focused on bringing together ta.I group was i vi e into i ve smaller groups. Occasionally, 
t 7acherhs. fhrom across the state to determine the kinds of di rec- ·~~r pu~ose: of analysis and cri t~cism, and to make it ea.sier to 
tions w ic language arts teaching should take in the seconda give directions about the state-wide program, the individual 
school, in view of the students of this and following decades:- ,,roups came together as a whole. During that week, the groups 

·;ttacked the f?l lowing problems in sequence: Under what phi los-
The project was conceived in the belief that if teacher ophY of education_ should we be teachi_ng? What does that phi-

Langu A t - h ' s of f d d d f d age r s are given t e opportunity to come together to t lk 1050phy o e ucation eman rom epartments of English and 
about their discipline and its problems then those same te ha Language arts? How can the divisions of the discipline best 
th h . . . , ac er~ roug perceptive discussion and analysis of their discipl· begin to satisfy those demands? How do the various areas of 
can t 1 • b h • ine' d • 1 - concep ua ize a out t e various areas which they teach d literature, mass me i.a, anguage, and composition serve to satis-
thus better perform their tasks. 'an fy those demands? 

' 
This is_precisely what the Minnesota project attempted to d In the approach to the problems of the discipline, all groups 

~y late Spring of 1967, 25 teachers had been selected, represen~~ l1decide~ to abandon textbooks and publications, and attempt to 
1ng, roughly, 25 geographic locations throughout the state. determine primary concepts, first about the total discipline, 
These te~chers were chosen geographically so that they could, then about the various divisions. Typical of the conceptions 
later, direct is centers for conceptualizing about the language pbout the discipline were statements like the following: "The 
arts. The teachers chosen for the directing group were all !need for effective communication among people and peoples may be 
previous ~art~cipants in one or more NDEA institutes. By using ;the_m?st cxitical need of contemporary ~uman beings"; or "Wise 
th 7 ND~A instit~tes for a selective basis, most of the selection !decisions mu:t be and can only be ma~e with an understanding of 
cnten~ for this new group could be bypassed. After meeting for 1the past actions of man as ~h?se actions can ser~e. as a sounding 
a week in_August, these teachers were commissioned to direct the !board for contemporary cognitives, as those decisions of the 
programs in their re spec ti ve geographic areas for an additional , contemporary moment must be projected for future implications," 
25 teachers. Theoretically, then, 625-650 language arts teachers and so on· 
were involved in the program. (As it was, about 450 teachers r . 
completed the program.) . _T~rning the general con~e~ts of_the discipline to the various 

d1visions--language, composition, literature, mass media, and so 
The major portion of the program personnel made up what I ,on--the groups attempted to determine major statements about the 

cho?se to_c~ll the participants. These teachers were chosen by (divisions which (1) would seem to be true, and (2) would be con
their administrators as showing particular skill and interest in ,ceivable in the minds of students in the classroom. What this 
the professional development of their fields. Where possible really meant was a turning of attention to the "why" of language 
one teacher per school system was selected, although in the ' ,arts instead of to t~e "what." '!hat is to say, of primary con-
larger schools, such restrictions did not seem plausible and were I cern wa: wh7ther an. idea about 11 te:ature, for example, was 
not followed. • (worthwhile in the first place. If it was, then the attention 

could t,urn to "what" in literature might best be used to develop 
The_ design of the program, then, was simple: 2S teachers ~~d confirm the idea. The same procedure was used with all 

would meet for one week to determine how they could best conduct (divisions of the discipline. The attention at all times focused 
in-service workshops for the teachers of their own geographic (on statements which could be formulated, which students could be 
area. The workshop centers would develop their programs through \directed to formulate fo: themselves. _The same procedure was 
ten weekly three-hour sessions in the Fall of 1967. (Depending I followed by the geographic centers during the ten-week program. 
upon one's particular orientation--and I suspect experience--with ) . 
teachers of Language Arts, the thought of 625 English teachers 1 _Reviewed, then, one might summarize the intentions of the 
meeting simult~neously over a period of ten weeks in a single ~pro3ect ~s an attempt to_reconcept~alize the ~iscipline ~n terms 
state can be viewed as thrilling or appalling.) ~of todays stude.nts--adding, deleting, expanding the various 

aspects of the several divisions insofar as those divisions could 
In August, the 25 directing teachers met at be oriented to the conceptualizations. (Dcubtless, this focus of 

a State Camp in 1 • k h" 
central Minnesota under the directi·on of O G ld K' "d ,attention rans ighest among the memories of the participants 

r. era rnca1 d 'bl h' h h 'bl h' Minnesota State Language Arts Consultant, author of the ' m possi Y ig est among t e possi e ac ievements of the 
for NDEA, Title III funds. Working for five days, they ~~~!!;ed 'project.) 
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Several distin 7t~ons should be made between the director 
group a~d the_participant groups, so that a fuller evaluation 

0 
the proJ 7ct, its advantages and shortcomings, might possibly.be£ 
made: First, those of us in the director group were togethe 
continuously, for the entire time. Our attention was not dir?d 
between classroom d1;1ties and responsibility to the project. v~:d 
facto:, ~lone, permitted a focal attention which was impossibl t 
to gain ~n the ~articipating groups. Also, our meetings were e 
held during a time of the year when we were not committed t 
other duties. Finally, the directors' conference had a un·

0
f ~ny 

and d' t· 1 ff h" i ying irec iona e ect ~ 1ch is impossible to overlook: we had 
to prepare_a program which could be implemented in our own work
s~ops. This latter_factor, I believe, forced a positive direc
tion on our w~rk which wa~ motivating in a different way from 
any such possible factor in the individual workshops. 

The separate workshops, on the other hand harbored quite 
opp?site co~ditions. ~ose teac~ers met for ~nly three hours at 
a time, during ~he ro1;1t~ne of.daily teaching, without any time 
release for their activity. Fatigue itself had to be an und • 
able probl I dd' • ' ' en1-em. n a ition, many sessions just began to "move" 
~he~ the clock called attention to the duties which contracts 
insisted came before the work of the project. Titis situation 
meant that manr ~ours ~ere lost in reestablishing progression 
levels, a_condition which the directors' group was able to tran
scend. Finally, the members who came to the workshop meetings 
were not committed to any kind of required "product" and there
fore a ~ense o~ urgency was lacking. This reality resulted in 
the entire proJect representing an introductory process without 
the same kind o~ "finishing" experienced by the directors' group. 
Nonetheless, this lack of urgency probably permitted a more 
relaxed and--who really knows?--perhaps a more perceptive devel
opment of some of the concepts. 

Several conclusions are justified I believe from the 
experiment. ' 

(1) Teachers of language arts are interested in reassessing 
their discipline. 

(2) Teachers from different schools and geographic areas can 
com7 together and work out mutual problems. (This, 
obv1ouslr, has been proved through college summer programs 
and Institutes.) 

(3) Disparateness of personnel can enhance curriculum work 
and development. 

(4) Experienced teachers are, naturally, more able to perceive 
and assess the relevance of their discipline when ade
quate time is provided for this activity. 

(5) The Language Arts discipline(s) might do well to restruc-

10 

ture content and method in view of conceptualizations 
about the nature of a late-20th-century world. 

(6) Traditional views continue to dominate curriculum change, 
despite partially-admitted needs to change. 

(7) Teachers who are willing to devote their time to curri cu-
l um work want specific and continuous direction, a quality 
which the directors' group tried, purposely, to avoid so 
as to reduce dominance tendencies. 

' 

A questionnaire was completed by each participant at the close 
e>f the final session. The results are generalized as follows: 

(1) Most participants had attempted something new· ir. their 
classrooms as a result of the program. 

(2) Most participants were attempting to make their subject 
more relevant to the students. 

(3) Most participants considered the project of more value to 
them as teachers than any college course they had ever 
taken. 

It would, of course, be easy to conclude that the Project 
was the "cause" of the first two. If it was, then, one might 
conclude that such results, in th ems elves, justify such a pro
ject. As one of the directors of this project, as a participant 
in NDEA Institutes, and as a member of many professional work
shops, this author insists that such results are not unique to 
the particular project. Rather, one should probably conclude 
that this and any effort to moti vat.e teachers for more effective 
teaching is worthwhile because it invariably contributes to their 
effectiveness. 

The third result is a puzzling one at first, especially within 
the context where the answer was solicited and in view of some 
of the, conclusions which one might, wrongly it seems, draw from 
the result. One should keep in mind that (1) the question, pre-

1 sented to only those who had completed the project (several 
( teachers had dropped out), might have drawn a particular reaction 

which was partially imbedded in a desire to please the directors 
i of the various centers. (2) Too, there is no way of assessing 
j the degree to which the answer was a reinforcement device for 

personal persistence. These disclaimers, of course, are only 

! 
fringe possibilities. 

The most significant assessment of the relation of the answer 
to the project must consider the individuals who answered. All 

( were seasoned teachers, frequently far removed from college 
classes which are, by nature, less directed to the problems dealt 
with by the project. Furthermore, few college classes can afford 

11 



the luxury of indefinite, loosely structured probing of a sub· 
f • Id l"' Ject ie_ , un -ss all of the class members have the experience and r• 
"intuitive" understanding of that field, yielded by years of tr; 

d d f 
. . . . 4a1 a~ error, successes an ailures, satisfactions and dissatisfac-

tions. Pointedly, the two situations are not similar enough for 
any valid conclusions to be drawn. 

A reasonable attempt to assess the sucess of the Minnesota 
Project should be directed at recognizing that: (1) Teachers in 
Minnesota are concerned with reassessing the task of language arts• 
(2) Teachers of language arts are willing to join forces for ' 
reassessment and redirection; and (3) The project should be seen I 
as only a beginning of a long and tedious task. 

The Minnesota Project should not be evaluated on the basis of 
a comparison with the task of colleges to provide preliminary 
course work. Neither should it be considered a panacea for 
solvi~g ~he problems in the field. Hopefully, it may have made 
a begimung--a very worthwhile beginning--toward awakening tea
chers and administrators to the need to work more intensely 
toward solving the problems in the local areas. Hopefully, too 
the project may have made its contribution--along with teachers' 
who have participated in all the other efforts to improve lan
guage arts--toward developing more leaders and strengthened 
lines under and along which the problems might become more 
solvable. 

REPORT TWO 
By MARY K. BISSELL 

Bemidji State College, 

Project director at Bemidji 

l 

I 

l 
l 
f 

I 

r 

When we arrived at the project planning center in late August ~ 
we were convinced that in one week we were going to clarify and 
solve some of the problems we, as English teachers, faced in our ) 
classrooms. Our first hang-up was deciding where to .begin. With j 
composition? But that included related areas such as ·grammar. 
With curriculum? But that led to justification of our choice of 
teaching units. And somewhere in the questioning of why one / 
teaches what one does, someone asked, "Why teach English at all?" 
The reply was another question, even more basic, "Why educate?" I 

Those questions, deceivingly simple, provided a place to / 
begin. Writingingroups of five, we listed all the anwers suggested.i 
Some answers were full of educational jargon; some answers were ~ 
the old standards. Each participant vociferously defended his • 
favorite. The result was the following set of statements: 
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1. Education is essential to human survival. 
2. Communication is primary to human survival. 
3_ English is the study of the processes of communication 
4. All communication depends on a system of symbols. 
5. Symbols are arbitrary signs. 
6. Arbitrariness of symbols can lead to variability of meaning. 
7. Communication depends upon the mutual agreement of sender 

and receiver between symbol and referent. 
s. The process of learning is more important than learning 

facts. 
9. Students learn best when they are actively involved in 

the learning process. 
IO. Success in learning stimulates learning. 
11. Learning is a creative process. 
12. Immedi'acy and relevancy are essential to learning. 
13. To teach is to stimulate the student to demand information 

for his survival. 

By the time we had formulated the above statements, half of 
our week had passed. During our shouting, arguing, and compro
mising, we-had thoroughly convinced each other of those thirteen 
statements. Our very involvement had changed our minds. 

The next consideration was how to spread our enthusiasm to 
other English teachers. How could we structure our discoveries 
to pass on to them a similar experience? We each agreed to meet 
for ten two and one-half hour sessions with·•selected teachers 
from our area. With time running out, we frantically tried to 
decide what we wanted to accomplish and how we could best accom
plish it. Above all, the classes would have to actively involve 
the teacher-participants. 

In December, having held our allotted ten meetings, the 
twenty-five of us got together to evaluate the classes we had 
organized throughout the state. We also met to consider our 
future needs. 

Although our success varied from class to class, most of us 
felt that the participants had at least developed an awareness of 
the concepts we had articulated. All the classes used the same 
evaluation form at the end of the ten weeks. Seventy-five per 
cent of the participants considered this program of more value to 
them as teachers than any previous experience. Ninety-eight per 
cent indicated that this program affected the content and methods 
being used in their own classroom. 

There were other worthwhile results. For some participants, 
the meetings provided the impetus to try new student-centered 
activities in the classroom. For many, the class provided a 
chance to share with eager listeners some of the creative activ
ities they had tried. The week between meetings gave partici
pants a chance to experiment with their ideas. The success of 
these classroom tests confirmed what we were doing at our weekly 
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meetings. What we did proved that teachers, too, learn best when I they are actively involved in the problem solving process. 
We must overcome our present fear of expressing our p;oblem and needs to our administrators. We must convince them that wes ' need school time to work on curriculum. We must accept the challenge to develop for each Minnesota school a plan of study I which can effectively meet the needs of its varied students. And j we must accept the reality that any curriculum must be continuan reevaluated and modified as student needs change. It is proper YI that this curriculum should be developed by the people who are i the classrooms and know firsthand the problems involved. Fina11~ I we must establish a greater degree of cooperation with our area ' colleges. If we are going to move away from a literature-center d curriculum, then colleges must adapt their course offerings so e ~ that new teachers are adequately prepared. These needs require that we develop local leaders who are knowledgeable and articulate_' 

REPORT THREE 
By MRS. RUTH LYSNE 

English teacher at Faribault High School 

I 
t 
f 

and Project director at Waseca I 
The opening of school the Fall of 1967 filled me with conflict-( ing emotions. I was anticipating teaching in my classes a reorganized curriculum based on the concepts about the study of commun.. ications which had been developed at the week-long planning session by those of u.s who were to direct the Inservice Train"ing· Program for the State Department of Education at various locations! later that fall. I was also a_bit nervous at the idea of me, with only seven years of teaching experience and no Master's degree, directing thirty teachers, some of whom might have advanced degrees· and a lifetime of experience, in a program designed to develop [ them as leaders in curriculum development in their own sthool ~ systems. What sustained me and reinforced my belief in the validity of the concepts we directors had formulated at the planning session was what happened in my classroom during the month preceding the start of the Inservice Training Program in the Fall, I and what continued to happen there as I directed the program. } For the first time in my teaching career practically every student in both my high ability and low-average ability English 12 sec- ~ tions seemed to be actively involved in language study, and I could see some measurable improvement occurring in the language behavior. This was occurring for many formerly uninterested boys simply because they were actively confronting the material offered; them. What had changed in my classroom was not so much the materials for reading, listening, viewing, or discussion, but the way in which I perceived their use by the students. I had given 
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,. "whys" for teaching what I had taught we • • Th· s l·ntense and painful exam1nat1on. i 

in the last six years 
resulted in the change an of the focus of English 12. 

After five days of agonizing soul searching, my group at the 
Trai·n 1·ng Program had come to two major conclusions: 1nservice 

The fundamental concern of English is th 7 s 7udy of the 1. process of linguistic communication. This is 7he most significant aspect of the human's total education, for . his economic, educational, social, c:1ltura~, and esthetic survival depends upon his communica7ion_skill. Therefore, upon the study of linguistic communication depends the survival of man himself. Concepts about the proc8ss o~ communication, then, should be the nucleus of the English 
program. 

Because the responsibility for deciding the role and focus z. of English education now rested with us, the classroom teachers rather than being prescribed, the concepts about communic;tion were more meaningful to the group ~embers, and each member was able to work out impl~mentation·of _ the concepts for the classroom wi7h relative ease. Ironically, while searching for the maJor concerns of Engll~h, which most of us had interpreted as a search ~or appro priate subject matter, we realized that more i~portant _ was the searching process itself. The appropriate subJect matter for the English classroom se 7med to be the study of the process of search. We experienced a growing . awareness that discovering both how to fo:mul~te qu~stions and how man uses language in problem solving 1s of importance. These kinds of discoveries' _also gave the m~mbers of the group insights as to how in~ividu~ls truly inter~alize concepts by working them out inductively •. The_rapid flow of suggestions concerning how to set_up situations to stimulate these same kinds of discoveries ~bo:1t the thinking process and the part language plays in it offered vivid proof of the creative powers generated_by such situations. If we could generate the s~e k1n~ of creativity among the teachers in the Inservice Seminars and also in our high school students, the attitude of many toward "'English" and English education might be altered. 
sustained by what was happening in my classroom as a result of my experience at the planning sessi~n, I planned to set up the fonnat of the Inservice Program following the_pa~tern of ~y procedure in the classroom. The fol~owing de:cr1pt1on of this classroom procedure will provide 1llustrat1ons of the m~thods I think to be most effective and the concepts I feel are important to the students. These kinds of attitudes I hoped would be developed at the Inservice Program by the teachers themselves_. 
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Believing that the study of the process of communication / 
c?uld_be:t be underta:<en by having students inductively examin r 
linguistic act, I assigned at the beginning of the year co t e a 
Porary short st • th n em. • . . ories at were loosely grouped under thematic 
topics that vitally concerned my students After they h d 
the selec!ions,_I surprised my students b; announcing r !ou~~ad I 
~s~ ~ny discussion questions, since I believed that once r had not r 
initiated~ question I had already done the most difficult 
0 ~ eva~uatin?, namely deciding the focus or basis. The onlpart I 
d7rections given were that the students were to work in gro~ s 
five or less and make lists of questions or observations abo~t of I 
a story such as "The Enemy," by Pearl Buck. As r circulated f 
group to group' to group in my non-college bound section r f rom j 
that every group was first considering why the American'trai~U~d : 
Japanese_doctor, who finds a wounded American sailor near hise 
home during World War II, helps the sailor escape. In former 
Y7ars I_would have posed the question myself to start a general 
discuss 7on about :easons for the doctor's action. All the ·,_ 
suggestions for his action contained in the story s~ch ash" 
former ~ontact with Americans and his training as'a doctor, is 
were being brought out in the small groups by more students ,, 
because more of them were being forced to actively confront the 
story. The groups becamevery frustrated as it became clear to 
the~ that all the possi~le mot~ves_suggested by the story were l 
valid and that no certain combination was indicated. All members 1 

of !he groups also reported that they were aware of most of th { 
motives for the doctor's decision before the discussion begau.e [' 
I_the~ asked the students why they were starting with tliis ques
t 7on_if they were all aware of the answer, and whether they were 
w7117ng to drop the question as unimportant. They weren't 
wil~i~g to drop t~e qu7stion because something about the doctor's 
decision not to kill his avowed enemy still bothered them. The 
stu~ents_now saw that the plot-character type question was not l 
their maJor concern. What they were more concerned about was 
the sentence with which Buck closed the story: "Strange, he ( 
thought, I won~er why I did not kill him." The students finall ) 
mdanagehd to articulate the questions that did concern them: Whyy I, 

oes t e reader see the forces which work upon the doctor when 
t~e d?ctor does not? Why did the writer choose to end the narra
tive in such a manner? With the formulation of these questions 
the stud 7nts were ~le to discuss by themselves the theme of th; 1 
work, ~hich_wa: an interpretation in fiction of the working of a I 
semantic princi~le. The doctor reacts differently from the } 
othe: Japanese in the story because of his actual contact with ( 
Americans, even !hough h7 was not always fairly treated by them, 
~d because of his devotion to medicine before his devotion to. 
his country. Because he was conditioned to respond to the word 
"~eri@an"as ifit meant "white and repulsive," the term he con
tinually uses~ he is, unlike the reader, incapable of seeing the 
reasons for his overt behavior. 

The process that the students were using--to start with the 

obvious, the conc:rete, examine it, then move to a more basic 
question until a question_ was so for~ulated that the way of 
finding the answer was pointed out--is the very heart of the Eng
lish curriculum. This particular selection demonstrated for the 
students the power of connotative language and why it is essential 
for the human to know how it works upon him and when it is being 
used. Also, their own difficulties demonstrated the work needed 
to formulate a_clear and precise question that asked what they 
wanted it to. 

At the opening session in the end of September at the Inser
vice Center in Waseca, I tried to make it clear that I was not 
there to hand out prescribed answers to problems of curriculum 
development and methodology but merely to assist the members of 
the class in a search for the answers to these problems. It was 
my role to define the task--to decide from the viewpoint of the 
classroom teacher what the role of English education was in the 
total scope of the student's education; to provide some materials 
to stimulate creative thinking about the task; and to remind the 
teachers that they must know why they were making the decisions 
they would make. 

An analysis of data provided on a personal information sheet 
filled out by the participants at the first meeting revealed a 
wide range in experience and education. Some young teachers had 
seven or fewer years of experience and little post-graduate work, 
a number of people had ten to twenty years experience and about 
thirty hours work beyond a B.A., and a few people had Master's 
degrees. Schools of various sizes were represented, but teachers 
from various small school systems predominated. 'The information 
sheets revealed one common factor: there was little communication 
between school systems on matters of curriculum and little depart
mental communication. Ironically, this was illustrated in the 
composition of my class. Two of the largest school systems that 
had been invited to send participants to the seminar sent no one, 
presumably because they were occupied with curriculum revisi'on of 
their own. This isolationist attitude, it seems to me, may hinder 
meaningful curriculum work all through the state, as it inhibits 
rather than encourages the interchange of ideas. 

I also presented an attitude test, developed by one of the 
participants at the planning institute, to the members of my class 
which they took anonymously at the first meeting. The only items 
that all were in agreement on out of twenty were: 

1. The basis for the English curriculum should be the study 
of communication. 

2. Learning how to learn is more important than learning facts. 
3. Integrated units dealing with the traditional aspects of 

English 'such as writing and literature were superior to 
separate units. 

4. The English curriculum is in need of major changes. 
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5. Choices in English usage are large in number and rarely subject .to arbitrary rules. 
There was a wide di vision of opinions on such i terns as:· 1. A year's curriculum should be centered around a good literature anthology. 

2. "Correct" writing is essential to communicating th ·h 
oug t in 

prose. 
3. One of literature's primary purposes is to develop in the student an awareness of social problems. 4. Literature should be taught "for its own sake." 

. Some of the responses seemed to contradict each other, and I think the respondents sensed not only the contradictions appar • h • 
ent 

int eir test answers, but also the disparity between the theo to which they subscribed and what they practiced in the classrry This awareness of existing contradictions accounted for the fa~~m. that. the class all agreed on the need for change in the English curriculum. If they had all agreed that the center for the Englis~ cu~riculum was the study of the processes of linguistic communication, why t~en did many feel the literature anthology should be a focal point? Were they defining connnunication as the written word? Did they really know what they meant when they agreed that linguistic communications should be the basis· f?r an English c~rriculum: I f~lt it was my task to simply provi?e an opport~n~ty for discussion and self-analysis through which the participants could discover why they accepted contradictory statements. 

Subsequently I asked four groups of five individuals to complete a list of "things" they would retain in their teaching if a dictum had been issued decreeing that these five "things" would comprise their curriculum. I was trying to use the same kind of inductive process that I had used with my students in hel:ping them to d.iscover the theme of "The Enemy. 11 The two J~n~or Hig~ and two Senior High groups within the specified time limit compiled two kinds of lists. One was a list of actual materials and the other was a list of concepts to be taught. rJ:ie two questions I had asked them to consider in constructing lists were: What will this thing enable the student to do or understand? l'lhy is it important for the student to be able to do or understand this? Following is a few examples of concepts that the teachers agreed should be taught: 

1. Ability to connnunicate (speak, listen, write, read, see) to meet the needs of life, both aesthetic and practical. 2. Ability to appreciate, tolerate, and respect anot.her • s point of view. 
3. Logical thinking. 
4 •• Profitable use of leisure time through creative participation. 
5. Knowledge and appreciation of our cultural heritage. 
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After they arrived at the list of concepts the~ deemec.l esscn-, . 1 I asked them to arrange the concepts on a pn on ty s call' oi r 11
\;tance, using the same criteria as before, an~ th~n to form imP 1 • zation about the role of English education in the tota I 
genera i 

· f · 
1 

a tion of the student. Because 4 11 the groups were 1n a1 r Y , ed~~: agreement about what the most :j.mp?rtant concepts 1,erc, cl d ·ded easily that English education enabled the stuc.lent to theY eci 
· d 1 . +h th 

• in every aspect of his life because it eat w1_ e 
5urv1 ve 

· · Th · ti e 
d t • 5 understanding and use of commun1cat1on. 1s 1vas 1 I 

st
u e\ to which each group had given first priority. That 1,as concep 

h d f s es of 
followed then with the conclusion t~at t e s tu y o pr?ce s ingui3tic communication was the maJor concern of English, and !u the other concepts to be taught were merely a part of communication. 

At this point in the seminar, what to me was an astonishing thing occurred. As I moved from group_to_ group, the part1c1pants were sitting puzzled and silent, a radical change .. from the arguing and discussing that had accompan~ed constructron of the list f essential concepts to base a curriculum on. Most had little ~dea of what the study of communication involved, a~d t~ough • ~hey realized that. the traditional division of Eng~1sh into speech, literature, and composition concentrated on the un1~ue
1

demands of each as an individual form of communication, they d1dn t seem to know what principles were common to all forms. Fortunat~ ly, 
11 

before the next meeting an excell~nt pamphlet on semantics, What Everyone Should Know About Semantics," had reached almost every school. This panphlet led some to readings in Had~akaw;, Johns?n, and Fries, which helped establish that understan_ mg_ o semantics which is essential to solving problems of c?mmumcat~on. As soon as the background in theory had been established during. the . several meetings that followed, each of the groups comp1!ed ~ 11st of concepts every student should unde:stand about commun1cat1on. B the time these lists had been compiled, about one-half of our ( s~ssions, most of which were in small. groups, were over. 

( At this point, in the.interests of time, I took it upon myself to compose a sunnnary of the lists. Th~s_was not diff~cul~ as the concepts compiled by each group were s1m1lar. Fol low1~g 1s that final list of concepts about communication which I belleye to .~e a reasonably accurate· composite of the work of all the groups in the Waseca program. For a statement of ~he ~onclusions the gro~ps reached about the role of English education 1n the tota~ education of the student see the list on page 13 .. Many of these mirror statements made both by Dr. Kincaid and the directors at the planning session. 

1. Communication is a two-way process dependent on the pretation of a system of symbols about which there be some agreement between sender and receiver. 
2. The'symbols are determined.arbitrarily. 
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'· 2:.:~;:::!:r:~ ::::~: :::t ·::~:~~!f ;~::rt~;:'.~:. =~a:!::· 
4. As distances and differences betwee d 

increase, chances for misinterpretatni·osnen_ er and receiver 
increase. 

s. The more abstract the referent of the symbol th 
the chances for misinterpretation. , e greater 

6. The dialect of th b 
t f . e sym ol system used depends on the na-
ure o the audience. 

7. ;;eati~ity_is exhibited by discerning consumption 
pro uction of communicative symbols. as well 

th 
Below are several suggestions for implementing 

ese concepts about communication: one or more of 

1. Have one student talk to another std . 
;~~cing compla~nt about something i~ :~! ~~h~~~-sc~:~~ d 
st~~e~~nve:sation on a tape recorder. Have the same· r 

w:i~e a letter to an actual friend in another 

!:~!:~h;~~~i~~n:~~n!ai;:~e~~~~;:!~~~ ;~!tmi~! 0 ~:~:h
0

{t~he 
to the ~-s:ie ~tudent_wr~te ~ letter on the same subject 

ig sc ool principal. Have the same studen 
pa~e :n oral_presentation of the same complaint to :h~re
sc ?o superintendent. Use these four forms of the com
~laint to have_the students inductively discover (workin 
in groups of five) concepts 4, 5, and 6. g 

2. ~ist~ibute copies of "Mr. Tambourine Man" or "Master of 
ar._ Have small discussion groups try to determine the 

m~~i~? of the lyrics. Perhaps through doing this they 
wi iscover the relationship between the writer aud· 
enc~? and ~hoice of language. Obtain four differ;nt r~= 
cor_ings? these songs, play them, and let the class 
decide which recording best fulfills th 
sele t· Th e purpose of the 

c i~n •. e students will probably inductively dis-
~over t_at interpretations will be dependent on the mean 
i~g assigned to the words by the various receivers The
will also probably see certain individual attribut;s y 
:~ssei b~ t~e written and spoken symbol systems even pos-

oug t e same words" are used. This exercise hel s 
them to grasp aspects of concepts 1 3 4 S 6 dp7 , , , , , an . 

mate!i~~l~;~: ;~:c~u!;e:~ef_a~tivit~es illustrat~ the wealth of 
focus of E . g is teac er can draw after he sees the 
stud f ni~ish as a study of communication rather than as the 
port~.o a iterature anthology or the presentation of oral re-
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( The final assignment directed each class member to sketch out 
a lesson plan for one class period with the objective to help the 

( students discover some aspect of one of the concepts. After each 
, member of the group had presented his plan to the-group, the most 

meaningful ones were chosen to be presented to the whole class at 
the closing meeting. 

After this description of the workings of the Inservice pro
gram at Waseca, I feel I now can make some general observations 
and interpretations. The anonymous answers on the evaluation 
sheets supplied by Dr. Kincaid and filled out by the members at 
the final session, supported my impressions of the favorable 
reactions of the members of the class to the format and material 
developed. In this last analysis, the three most important con
cepts the teachers felt they had developed were that the major 
concern of English was the study of the processes of communication; 
that a curriculum which helped the student. to use communication 
more effectively should be based on an understanding of those 
basic principles about communication _itself; and that the student 
should arrive at the principles inductively. 

The objections of the minority seemed to center around the 
format of the class, which the majority found stimulating because 
of the opportunity for the interchange and development of ideas. 
I suspect the minority who were unhappy with the format had come 
to class hoping to find answers provided by an authority. I also 
observed that this minority was so unfamiliar with semantics that 
they found it a little frightening, because if they granted the 
worth of the knowledge of semantics it would have meant a major 
teaching shift to them. A reverence for the philosophical content 
of literature made it very difficult for some to see other respon
sibilities to students than the transmission of "the beautiful 
and the profane." Even some of the people who eventually became 
the most creative in class struggled with this until they realized 
English defined as a study of the process of communication doesn't 
preclude appreciation of philosophical statement but embraces this 
and much more. Because of the Senior High teachers' traditional 
involvement with masterpieces of literature, I found in the begin
ning sessions that the Junior High people were more creative and 
searching because they had few sacred cows to defend. 

At this writing I do not know how much effect the Inservice 
program has had on .this year's classroom teaching of the members 
in the program. I do not know if they have had the restraint it 
takes to stop asking the questions that define the answers for 
which students either dutifully or resentfully look, or if the 
teachers have had the courage it takes to turn the questioning 
process over to the students, helping them only to formulate 
meaninful questions to which they can discover the answers them
selves. I do not know if the teachers have had the patience to 
wait while students groped to formulate questions and find con
clusions without the teacher providing them with the question or 
telling them the answers so more "material" might be covered 
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during the year. I do not know if the teachers have been given 
0 

have taken the time to look at all they would_ teach and examine i~ to see if it is relevant to the student Is understanding -and effec. r tive use of communication. J 
I do suspect, when most of the schools attending did not even have a written philosophy of English education for their department, if departments existed at all, that very few of the teachers had adequate reinforcement to sustain them through the period of uncertainty that accompanies the throwing of responsibility for learning back on the students while the teacher functions chiefly to motivate and define a broad task. I do not know whether enough support had been offered in the short time of the Inservice program to sustain teachers through the agony of re-examining materials and methods in view of what they had defined as meaningful to the student. 

• 
I also wonder if the administration in the various schools has been sympathetic to the requests of these English teachers for released time to meet with their own colleagues and in a similar kind of format as we had to examine the subject matter and methodology being used in terms of its relevance to the students. I wonder how many of the teachers who were not touched by this program would b~ sympathetic to such a plan. I hope when I meet my group again at a voluntary meeting this Spring that I can hear reports of the same kind of creative work by students in their classrooms as I see in mine this year. • 

REPORT FOUR 
By MRS. MARLYS C. MACHACEK 

English teacher at Faribault High School 
and parti ci pant at Waseca 

At some time or other, I suspect.that every Senior High School English teacher develops serious doubts about the value of the material he is teaching his students. This questioning began for me at the beginning of my first teaching assignment. Because of deep personal interest as well as special academic preparation, I had decided to begin my English 11 classes with a unit on fron-. tier literature. In addition, such a unit had been written into the State Curriculum Guide; the several textbooks at my disposal contained a reassuring amount of "grist"; our school library was well equipped with fiction dealing with life on the various frontiers. Finally, I felt that such a unit would contain a built-in motivation because the students already possessed a background of TV and movie lore about the Western frontier. 
Student interest appeared high as my classes read many accounts 
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ch exercises as contrasting the of early Amer~can life, and began su T. . 1 . th the "nob 1 e Savage" I d of Parkman, s Oregon ~ w1 . h d realistic n. ians M ffrstmisgivings about what l a . of James Fenimore Cooper. Y hool a er approached me ±01· taught came when a reporter for th~ !~s off~rlng on the Wi l<l \'!est ! an interview abo.ut the new course , 
. "The Struggle for Freedom." I proceeded to my next uni.ht, 1·d1'ty of such a unit being ti • pointed to t e va 1 

• 1 . 
Again, every nng State Guide plentiful library matena ". taught--anthology ~ontei:it, a student i~formed me: "You know' I At the close of this unit, . • I did in history." learned more history in English, than 

h t I had infringed upon an-By now I had an uneasy feeling~ a wi·th relief thnt 1 be-, riculum and 1 t was other depart~ent s c1:1r Ameri~an writers. Here, certainly, I gan a new 1:1ni~ on maJor fines of content which was exclu:;ively would be within ~he con f the American Romantics, the "English," and with the s~ud):' o . I felt reasonably ,:;uecess-1. t and the naturalistic writers, rea is s, . , ful, and my doubts vanisned. 
. . er I continued to wonder at i,hat However, during the su~ aterial between what I had cov-appeared to be an overlapping of_m h"story I realized that it ht taught in American 1 • ered and w a was. . b ·ng duplicated, but that in m)' was not the material which ~as 7~h America's past' I had overapproach to literature deah~~u~:s which are properly th~ subject stressed thos: facts ~nd attlthou h I was unwilling to give up my matter of social stu~ies. h tgdifferent approach to takc,_and units, I was, uncertain as tow a_ training program for Engl1sh d . d that an Inservice . . a when I iscovere . F 11 I determ1 ned to atten , teachers was to be o~f7red. the ~omt~ni ~s ~o be taught as we 11 as hoping for some c~arification ou 

methods for teaching them. 
. . in Waseca I quickly learned At our first Inservice meeting f·rthcoming in the form of that there would be no easy ai:iswers tu Mrs Ruth Lysne, informed . 1 t res Our instruc or, • . . authoritarian ec u • t d to examine the English curr1c-the class that we would be expec e t d and to arrive at our own ulum of the various schools represenI~ g'roups of five we set about d • about any changes• . . recommen at:ons h f" "things" that we 1;ould insist upon compiling lists oft e ive . 1 mat our particular grade level, retaining in the English currbicu u1· . atea' We were also to eval-" h • 11 had to e e 1.min • if all other. t ;,ng~ 11 in li ht of what they would enable the uate these five things d ~ h we thought it important that student to do or understan da~h: y Finally from these five the student do or unddersta1: t~e-major con~ern(s) of English in "things" we were to etermine . its role in the total education process. 

d d'ff'cult and our group confidently s~~: n~~~l / th: short story; composition; the drama; 
This didn't 

began its list: 
poetry. 

a random sampling of the groups' The following remarks represent 
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discussions: 

There. That's five general "things" that Id. 
upon• • . What about bi · . we wou insist 
examined o 1· ography and the essay?: .. We re-

ur 1st. We couldn't . 
the five, but certain! b" very well eliminate any of 
Perhaps we could broady. iography should be included. 
fiction); poetry; comp~;i~~:n~e~~a:rose (fiction and·n~n-

But that's only four We're 
We could add history.of th. I supposed to have five .. 
we can't We f e . anguage. • . Not in grade 11 

• • • orgot speakin t • • • · , assume that speech is . g ac iv1ties ... Can't we 
curriculum? No San ihntegral part of any English 

• • • • peec t • . Oh 11 • cons itutes a separate "th. 
• • , we • Let's evaluate what we have. . ing" 

Now, how vital is it for the I b .. 
poetry? Wouldn't hebe bettero~fa ~htf student to study 
correct usage were reinf d? f if his understanding of 
bound seniors. They alr!:~e k~ • • But I teach only coUege 
many of my students should' .. ow correct usage ... Well 
business letter rather th. ec~aught how to write a simpie 
tion be taught for its owna;ak ;uc~r., •• But can't a selec-
enough?. e. sn t that justification 

. After an hour of trying to defend h . . 
unit or activity in our Ii t .. t e inclusion of some pet 
c?nclusion that nothing wh1ch :: ~e~e d ~orced to the uncomfortable 
vital to all students Th. a iscussed was absolutel:y· 

• . • e only "thing" 11 . survival of the student was I . . . . rea y necessary to the 
guage, and he had learned to ;a~h~g to speak the English Ian
the Senior High School Wa h? h .is fong before he ever reached 
course? Was the teaching o: E1gl. s~hool English, then, a "frill" 
nece:sary? If so, we were alln~u~s at ~he secondary level un
English had a valid place. d ?fa Job. But we knew that 
define its role in a clear1ntetucat1on. Why then couldn't we 
f s a ement • Th· • h rom other courses and th' . h • ~ is ow English differs 

'd ' is is w at it should t h we wou~ be unable to do~ d eac • Obviously 
"short story" and "letter 1:t~n still talk in terms of the , 
• wr1 1ng II w h d . 
ing broader concepts upon which t. b e a to ?egin again, seek

o ase an English curriculum, 

The answer, evident as it. d" 
the end of the three hour peri~~ ni:; li~sdtnhotdcbome easi!Y· By 
read: ' a een revised to 

I. 
2. 
3. 
4. 

s. 

Concepts which we willnot . give up__ 

Teach~ng logical thinking 
Teaching communication 
Teaching profitable use of 
Teaching the knowledge and 
cultural heritage 
Teaching skills to meet the 

leisure time 
appreciation of our 

needs of life 

At our next meeting, as we attempted t 
o restate our five 
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"things" in order of priority, we discovered that one item was 
totally different from and basic to the other four. Unless thi! 
item were pre-supposed, the other four concepts were not only 

• meaningless, but impossible. Recognizing this, we were then ab. 
to articulate the concept that the one vital concern of English 
the one area with which English should be primarily involved, w: 
communication. In fact, so satisfied were we with this re-emph: 
sis, that during the remaining weeks, we used the terms "Englisl 
and "communication" synonomously. 

Now began the search for the principles about communication 
of which our students should be aware. With varying degrees of 
progress, we examined and re-examined all the facets of communi
cation we could think of--oral, written, audio-visual, even 
kinesics and proxemics--until we finally reached a consensus 
about what our students should know in order to communicate mort 
effectively. 
The Student should know: 

1. That he communicates through symbols, of which words art 

2. 
3 . 

4. 
5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

the most common. 
That symbols are arbitrary. 
That some general agreement as to the meaning of symbol! 
must occur between the sender and receiver before commu1 
ication can take place. 
That symbols exist in systems that give them meaning. 
That the symbol systems that are the major concern of 
English are spoken, written, and audio-visual. 
That the meaning of spoken word symbols is dependent up< 
voice inflections, juncture, kinesics, and proxemics. 
That the meaning of the spoken symbols, is dependent u 
word order, context, and frame of reference. 
That the meaning of the written word symbols is depende1 
upon spelling, punctuation, and style. 
That the meaning of audio-visual symbols systems is de
pendent upon previous experience and associations, and 
that they differ from the written and spoken systems in 
immediacy and magnitude. 

10. That all patterns of symbols can be organized into 
sequences arid may be interrelated. 

Here, then, we believed was the heart of an English curriculum-
the point of departure for the examination and/or creation of 
any written, spoken, or audio-visual content. At last we felt 
confident about what the focus of English should be. 

There remained the task of implementing these concepts abou1 
communication and one approach was clearly indicated. As our 
group had inductively reached agreement about the major concern 
of English, and further agreed when we established our prioritit 
that we did not consider the transmission of knowledge to be as 
important for the student as the process of independent learnini 
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we felt that we should explore applying a similar method ~f arri _ ing at conclusions about language and literature in our own clas~rooms. We were convinced from the experience at Waseca·that the main advantage of such an approach would be an increased sense of involvement on the part of the student with his work, because he would be discussing only questions which arose within the group. 
This technique, we felt, used judiciousiy by a teacher in situations requiring the application of previously acquired knowledge to a particular assignment, or in some cases to discover new knowledge, would enable the student to act as a creative and pro- ~ ductive learner, rather than as one who simply consumes the results/ of the instructor's labor and dutifully regurgitates it at exam . time. (By "judicious" I do not mean to imply that we regarded I inductive teaching generally as a method to be used and then stored away until it was again needed. Actually, most of the teachers present practiced this method constantly, to a greater I or lesser degree. "Judicious" simply refers to the decision of a teacher as to whether to inductively elicit answers from the J class as a whole, or to allow the small group to elicit its own conclusions, using both deductive and inductive methods of reason- \ ing.) I 

At the conclusion of the training course, I decided to try the group induction method with a college-bound section in the study of the novel, Huck Finn. Last year, when I taught the same novel, I had relied solely upon the lecture-question-answer method. Now I decided to see how well my students could apply the knowledge gained in a previous unit on satire to Twain's novel. I provided no study guides to chapters 17 and 18 (which deal with Huck's visit to the Grangerfords, and in which Twain satirizes certain customs and values of Southern "aristocracy" during the 1840's ... ). Instead, the students were told to discuss the two chapters within their small groups and at the end of the period present to the class any question to which they did not know the answer, or to offer any conclusive statements they wished to 

l 

l 
I 

make about the material studied. Although one group, after work- f ing an entire hour, offered the somewhat facetious question, "Of l what significance are these two chapters?" the other groups quickly ( got down to specific questions. Because I had a definite idea of \ the conclusions that I expected the groups to arrive at, I rein~ ( forced those "what" questions dealing with social and cultural ·r criticism that I hoped would lead to ''how" questions about ways in which Twain employs satire. ! 
One group felt that Buck Grangerford acted somewhat hardhearted when he replied in answer to Huck's question about the number of deaths claimed by the feud that year, "Yes, we got one and they got one," much as if he were discussing the results of a hunting trip. This "what" question led to the recognition that Twain was employing the device of satire in which a character is made to seem coldly objective about a si tuati.on which calls for a deeper fee ling. 
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. d the Grangerfords have ali Another "what" questio1:--Why doh does Huck think it's beau-that junk on their ma1:tlepi:ce ~~ H:ck•s qualifications to judge tiful?--led to a considerati~nd th t Huck was admiring something beauty The students conclu e a better and this led to the • h d esn't know any · unworthy because : o uh the device of a naive observer, is discovery that .Twain, thro g te in the decor of Southern offering a criticism of the poor tas 
aristocracy• 

. Twain is criticizing some other cuitural An understanding ~hat h h the parody arose from the f Southern ariS t ocracy t roug. but death'?" values o " Emmaline always write poetry a o . -question, Why does d studied parody earlier, and ha~ :n_some Although the students ha 1 tant to openly cr1tic1ze d' s they were re uc . h cases written paro ie , . h t. 1 I read to them ,n t out . anything having to do with d:at F unMi king a New England Funeral comment Ben Franklin's "Receipt s~: t~at Emmaline's "tr_ibutes '_' Elegy." They were the1: ab le. to invei hed against by Frank lln' contained many of the ingredients lly a ;arody of such sentimental d that Emmaline's ode was actua ~;ibutes to the dead, common in those days. 
.. r with the concept of sentimental-Because the class was familia 1 ·t further 1his led to d th groups to exp ore i • ity I encourage. e Emmaline's drawings, in light of what_ a critical appraisal_of ·t and after discussing the morbid they knew about senti~enta~ihydeath which characterized the draw-themes and preoccupation wit the drawing which showed a dis-ings they finall)' focus:d uphonld' a dead bird (feet up) in her ' • ng girl o ing - 1 

traught, weeping you. d th t the grief expressed by the g1r hand. They then reall~en toathe situation, since the other was out of all proportio irl reacting in the same way ~o the drawings showed the same g bl to conclude from this that death of her lover. They wet:e ata~ity in art was critical be-. t't de toward sen imen . th Twain's at i u . d Huck's reactions to em, cause in describing the drawings an 
he is employing irony. 

. . increasingly easy for the stud:nts to Situation irony became_d d the church scene, very little detect, and when they con~i e~~ m to arrive at the conclusion discussion was necessary o: e . through the irony of the •t'cizing hypocrisy that Twain was cri 1 
. ( d . . and discussing the ser-d' • gone thing a miring f d) Grangerfor s sayin d d. not~er (continuing the ue • mon on brotherly love) an oing a 

f" e class periods in both small Al together' we : pent ~bout f ~~A material and at the end of group and general discussion ~l t~ arrive a~ some conclusions that time the students were a e f h'ch may be summed up in the about the chapters, the essence o w i 
following statement: d f Twain's use of satire (irony Through the stu yo . d d • ' critical atti tu e towar and parody),_ Twa:n s. terature and art' the custom sentimentality in 11 

1 f the 19th century of feuding, cultural va ues o 
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Southern aristocracy, and the hypocrisy of· 
organized religion is revealed. 

I discovered in applying the group induction method that th 
role of the teacher as a guide and resource person is &. d;ff, el 

t · · Th . • .cu t one o maintain. e temptation to direct and give answers· i 
whelming while watching the groups flounder helplessly toyinis o~e:r., 

1 · d th ht 1 d • • • ' g with I a va i oug , on y to iscard it for a spurious one. And I d. 
~overed that this temptation to step in and take complete chargels
increases when the teacher has very definite ideas (as I had) b 
the conclusions he wishe!" the students to reach. a out I 

But because the basic questions which led to the formulation 
of the ab~ve state~ent arose within the groups, I am hopeful that 
the learning experience of applying previously acquired knowled 
t~ a new situation will have more relevance for the students an!e 

1 

will be ~or~ lasting than if I had simply pointed out directly I 
that Twain in these chapters was making certain social criticism by ) 
means of satire. 

Another pa)·ticularly versatile way to implement the concepts 
a~out communication is the student-created collage. Although pre
vio1:1sly used by_one of the teachers at the seminar to teach sym
bolism per~. it actually illustrates most of the concepts about 
communication which we believed should be taught. Applicable to 
any content, it was used in this particular ·case with Hemingway's 
short story, "The Old Man at the Bridge." The teacher had asked 
the students to create from any materials they found at home a 
collage which would represent through symbols the characters of 
the story--human and animal. One student presented a gray metal 
plate u~on which he had fixed a bent bolt, a straight nail, two 
small tin cans, and some other freely arranged bits of metal. In 
reco~nizing the bent bolt as the old man, the straight nail as the 
soldier, the salvaged tins as the sacrificial goats and the float
ing pieces of metal as the cat and the doves, stud;nts may be 
taught more than the concept of symbolism in literature. They can 
be brought to see that these particular symbols had meaning for 
them only because they shared a special background--that of having 
read the story. When I used this technique to point up this con
cept, I brought in another student who had not read the story and 
asked her what the symbol which the class recognized as the old 
man stood for. She was able to answer only that it was what it 
looked to be--a nail with some gear arrangement on top of·it. 

l 
I 
i 

I 
i 
\ 
I 

r 
) 

Through comparison of the various collages which my six dis
cussion groups presented, the class also realized that however a (_ 
particular group chose to represent the old man constituted a com- , 
pletely arbitrary decision upon the part of the group, and further,( 
that all symbols were by nature arbitrary. 

The relative ease with which the class agreed that a particular, 
symbol represented the old man, compared with the varying inter-
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pretations of those symbols meant to stand for the doves_ (which 
because of their abstract connotations of freedom and flight 
made them more difficult to express symbolically than concrete 
connotations such as "old" and "worn out" which suggested the 
old man) demonstrated effectively that as meaning moves from the 
concrete to the abstract, the communicative process becomes more 
difficult and subject to misinterpretation. 

The inter-relation of the symbol systems is also evident in 
this project. The visual communication from the creator of the 
collage to the class is in this case completely dependent upon 
the written communication between Hemingway and the readers of 
the story. The spoken interpretations of the collages are in 
turn dependent upon bo.th the visual communication system and the 
written. 

Finally, the student-made collage is illustrative of not only 
productive creativity, but of consumptive as well, in that those 
students who were able to interpret the collages successfully 
were those who had read the story creatively. Thus the necessity 
for becoming a creative ~eader is emphasized, becuase if the stu
dent cannot perceive the relationship between a bent bolt or a 
withered prune and the old man, he is no better off than the 
student who had never read the story. 

Neither a gimmick nor busy work, this method successfully 
incorporates nearly all of the concepts about communication which 
we believed the student should understand. 

An illustration of another concept which our Inservice group 
agreed that students should know (that meaning in written com
munication is dependent upon word order) was taken from a recent 
television program, The Strange Case of the English Language, in 
which commentator, Harry Reasoner, demonstrated how the position 
of a single word can affect sentence meaning. By inserting the 
word "only" into five different positions in a basic sentence 
such as, "I hit William in the nose," it is possible to give the 
sentence five distinct meanings. 

Only I hit William in the nose. 

I only hit William in the nose. 

I hit only William in the nose. 

I hit William only in the nose. 

I hit William in the nose only. 

such exercises make it readily apparent to the student that 
meaning here depends entirely upon the position of the word 

"only." 

Nowhere is the need for student understanding that interpre
tation of symbols is dependent upon some agreement between the 
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sender and the receiver more evident than in composition work. 
agreed at the seminar that a most frequent flaw in student com W~ r 
tion, the failure to adequately develop general statements isP~51 -J 
to the student's assumption that he is writing only for th~ tea-ue • 
cher. Since the teacher, through some kind of clairvoyance alre d 
knows what the student means, the student sees it as unnecessaryatyol 
provide frames of reference. 

I 
1 

the j 
One teacher suggested a means to demonstrate to the student 

need for an awareness of his audience and his responsibility to 
that aud~ence. She informed her classes that not only would she 
read their papers, but that they were to be placed in the school 
library along with other reference materials, and consequently the 
t~emes wou~d have to be clear to any other student at any other 
time--not Just to her. 

Another more immediate way of emphasizing the importance of 
awareness of audience is to select two themes from each set have 
them reproduced, and distribute them to the class for comme~t. 
The students are quick to point out vagueness, and their demand 
to kno~ "Whaddyuh mean by that," is far more effective in getting 
the_ writer to understand the need for providing the necessary 
background and support for his statements, than is a comment 
written by the teacher indicating a need for "antecedent" or 
"support." 

An awareness of the concepts about communication outlined here 
have frovided me with a guideline in determining which aspects of 
any given content are to be emphasized, and have enabled me to 
show that unless we understand how something is being said, we 
cannot understand fully what is being said. I realize now what 
had been "wrong" about my units on Frontier literature and the 
Struggle for Freedom. In emphasizing what the selection said I 
had largely ignored how it was being said. It is not surprising 
th~t I had drifted into teaching approaches which emphasized life 
adJustment rather than communication. 

This is not to say that I know now exactly what method is to 
be employe~ to point up which concept. Due to inadequate time, I 
do not believe that the groups at Waseca had opportunity to fully l 
appraise mo~t of the ideas about implementation which were presen
ted. Certainly there was no time to put them into actual practice. 
Were the teachers involved to reassemble now, after a period of I 
six months, for an interchange of thoughts, we would be able to ( 
evaluate our suggestions on implementation in light of experience.: 

This need for an exchange of ideas and reinforcement is acute: 
1bat I was able to make some attempt at altering the foCTls of Eng
lish in my classes is largely due to the accessibility of our 
instructor, Mrs. Lysne, with whom I share office space at Faribault 
Senior High School. Because of .constant communication between us, r 
I was encouraged to explore a variety of procedures and was able 
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to obtain immediate evaluation as to their effectiveness. Knowing 
the advantages of this instant feedback, I am concerned for those 
teachers present who were the sole representative of their parti
cular school system. I wonder how many of them, upon returning 
to their classrooms, were able to put into effect the concepts 
which we developed, lacking as they did any kind of external re
inforcement. I would hope that this could be achieved by some 
schedule of released time, whereby the schools would allow the 
participating teachers to reconvene at intervals for the sole 
purpose of discussing their successes and failures with one 
another. It is clear to me that the long range success and ef
fectiveness of such an Inservice Training Program must be depen
dent upon just such subsequent, frequent reinforcement. 

DEVELOPING ENGLISH DEPARTMENTS IN 
SECONDARY SCHOOLS 

By JAMES ELSENPETER 
De La Salle High School, Minneapolis 

There is a direct relationship, I believe, between the strer.gth 
of any particular English department in a secondary school and the 
excellence of that department's program. Anyone who is interested 
in organizing a strong English department should keep three prin
ciples in mind. First, as much authority and responsibility as 
possible for all that a department does should be put into the 
hands of the members of that department. Second, the duty of the 
chairman should be to assist or serve the teachers, to coordinate 
their work, to encourage them, and to give them worthwhile sug
gestions as to how they might accomplish their work. Third, the 
teachers themselves have two basic obligations; the first is to 
teach excellent courses and the second, and equally important, is 
to do the work necessary for their department to be a strong de
partment which offers an excellent program. If these three prin
ciples are followed, then responsibility for the success or fail
ure of the program of any particular English department is placed 
directly upon the shoulders of the teachers themselves. 

There are several areas in which work is, I feel, fundamental 
to the success of any p•articular English department, and I wish 
to show how we worked in these areas in our English department at 
De La Salle High School in Minneapolis. I must point out here 
that our school is quite autonomous; it has a great deal of free
dom in deciding upon its own operation, Also, our school is on 
flexible or modular scheduling which simplifies for us progress 
in these areas. Finally, our administrators are convinced that 
their obligation is not to impose duties upon the teachers but 
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rather to assist the teachers in accomplishing what the teach 
themselves have decided are their duties. However I am conv~rs 
th t E 1 · h d ' • inoect h~ ha~y ng 1

1
s ep~rtment, no matter whether it is in a school 

w 1c 1s comp etely independent or in a school which is a memb 
of a very large district, no matter whether it is in a school er 
which is on flexible scheduling or in a school which is on th 
most rigid of block schedules, and no matter whether it is ine 
school with a_mos~ enlig~t~ned a~ministration or in a school w:th 
a most authoritative administration, can make progress in these 
areas if the teachers take it upon themse]ves to see that pro is made. •• • gress 

I. Curriculum 

the next year, he was given the authority by the administration to 
interview prospective teachers. Since the chairman knew that he 
had to find s'omeoil.e to replace the person who had helped write, 
for example, the American Literature description or the English 
Literature description, he looked for people who had specialized 
in those areas. The chairman then worked with the administration 
on the scheduling and saw to it that teachers were scheduled to 
teach the courses which were their academic specialties and which 
they had helped to write. The following year when the program 
went into effe'ct, the teachers on each committee wrote a syllabus 
for the committee's course. Copies of the course descriptions 

If a department is to be strong, I believe that the first 
thing it must_do is get a complete, organized curriculum which js 
thoro~ghly written out so that courses in the department can be 
7oordinated and constantly revised. However, it is of the utmost 
importance that the faculty members themselves create the curric
ulum, write it, implement it, and revise it. It should not be 
imposed upon the department by some higher authority; it should 
come from the teachers themselves. This means that English cur
ricula will differ from s~hool to school on paper as well as in 
practice, and I believe that this is as it should be. 

and syllabi were given to all of the English teachers, to the ad
m~nistration, a~d to the students. What the department ended up 

1 with was a curriculum thoroughly described on paper, and because 
it is on paper, one that is constantly being revised; teachers 
working in their academic specialties and interest; and teachers 
committed on paper to their colleagues, to their superiors and 
to their stugents. ' 

In creating their own program the English teachers at De La 
Sall~ first de7ided ~o offer ten one-semester courses: Speech, 
requ~red;_American Literature, required; Composition, required; 
English Literature, required; Linguistics, required; Great Liter
ature of the Western World and the Twentieth Century Novel, one 
or the other required; Creative Writing, elective; Drama and Oral 
Interpretation, elective; and Debate, elective; and five two-se
mester courses: Freshman Language Arts, required; and Freshman, 
Sophomore, Junior, and Senior Developmental English, required of 
students with basic reading, writing, and speaking problems. 
After the department had decided upon the basic plan, the chair
man_asked each teacher to give his first and second teaching 
choices. For example, an individual teacher might have chosen 
American Literature first and Composition second and of course 
the teachers chose to teach their academic speci~ltie~ and inter~ 
ests. The chairman then appointed teachers to committees; the 
teacher who chose American Literature and Composition, for 
example, was put on American Literature and Composition commit- ( 
tees. Yhe chairman then directed each committee to write a course 
description for its course. Each committee had complete freedom (l 
in deciding the content of the course, what materials and texts 
the students would use, and what teaching methods or procedures f 
would be followed. The course descriptions contain performance ' 
criteria or objectives, lists of materials the students need, j 
methods of instruction or procedure, and suggestions for formula- 'f 
ting sl?ecific syllabi. The descriptions were completed during the I 
academic year before the program went into effect. After the 
chairman· had found out what teachers were and were not returning 
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II. English Center 

In order for an English department to operate effectively as a 
unit, there must be free and continual communication ~mong the 
teachers in that department. One of the best ways to facilitate 
this communication is to have some central location which is the 
hub of all the activity of the department. Not only is it impor
tant to have an English center, but it is just as important that 
each English teacher has a hand in planning the center or he will 
be dissatisfied with it. 

At De La Salle the administration gave the English department 
permission to remodel two classrooms and a corridor outside the 
rooms into an English resource center. The teachers themselves 
planned the rooms and did much of the work with the help of stu
~ents, remodeling, that is painting, fixing, cleaning, and arrang
ing them. Because the teachers and students did the work, they 
feel that the rooms are theirs and they are proud of them. The 
center contains a desk and file cabinets for each teacher; an 
English resource library, the books in which are chosen by the 
teachers and used by the teachers and students; storage space for 
·audio-visual materials, chosen by the teachers and used by both 
teachers and students; storage space for sets of paperbacks, 
chosen by the teachers and used by the students in various courses; 
bulletin boards; and study tables and carrels for about seventy
five students. What the department has ended up with is a place 
where each teacher has his own little kingdom where he has at his 
fingertips the materials necessary for his efffective teaching, 
where he can work by himself or with his students and where he 
7an communicate freely every day with his colleag~es. And equally 
important, each student has a place where he can get the mater
ials and the consultation he needs for his effective pursuit of 
the study of English. 
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III. Faculty Meetings 

Frequent faculty meetings are necessary for the pro' t. • f d per fun ioning o any epartment. Although every English teach h c-
unpleasant experiences with dreary purposeless disor e: as had t • ·f · ' , ganized mee ings, i meetings are planned and if they take plac • 
place and at a time convenient for the teachers they w~l~n a 
dull. First, if a department has an English ce~ter iti not be 11 h 1 . , automat· ca Y asap ace convenient for meetings. Second memb 1-
department must work with their administrators to ~ee toe:ts of a th • • 11 • • i that ere is time a ottedin the schedule during the school d facult t· F' 11 • ay for Y mee 1ngs. ina y, 1n order for faculty meetings t h 
purpose, tasks within a department must be carefully define~ ave 

At De La Salle because we are on flexible scheduling t 
themselves are free to schedule a good deal of their own't_eachers 
'!'he department, therefore, finds it very easy to schedule ime. 1ng f th t • E 1 • h f • a meet-. o e en ire ng 1s aculty on ru,y given school day v 
1ous committees within the department are free to schedule· ar• • f d h h . meetings 1 an _we~~ ey ~hink they are necessary. Because the 
dep~rtm~nt is divided into committees with definite goals and 
obl~gations,_ the meetings always have purpose. Besides the 
various committees responsible for the various courses wh· h must t- 1 1 • d , I c mee_ regu ar yin or er to develop, coordinate, and revise 
the courses, the department also has for example a comm·tt h. h . k . . , , r ee ~ ic rs wor rng out a pilot unit in linguistics to be introduced 
rnto the Freshman Language Art~ cours~, a committee developing 
an advanced plac~ment prog:am in English to go into effect next· 
y~ar, and a co~rttee working out a schedule for the administra
tion of a reading test to the entire student body. 

IV. Departmental Budget 

The ~udget of an English department should be in the hands of 
the En?llsh tea~hers, for they know best what is needed for the 
effective teaching of English. Also, if the teachers are allotted 
m~n~y a~d told to use it as they see fit, because the responsi
bility is_put upon t~em, they are inclined to scrutinize carefully/ 
the materials they wish to buy and the prices of those materials 11 

In other ~ord~, not only do they know best what they need, but • 
they ar~ inclined to shop. Secondly, they are inclined to be ( 
protective of what they have had a hand in buying and,. therefore, 
take excellent care of the materials. 

\ 
At De La Salle in the spring the chairman asks the teachers ( 

to submit to him lists of materials which they feel the department r·'' 
needs, ~heir cos~, and the places where they can be purchased. 
The chairman comi les the lists, adds up the tot al and submits the I 
budget to the admin~stration. 'The administration approves the I 
total or asks that it be cut. If a cut is necessary, the English 
teac~ers_work together to revise the budget and the chairman re
submits it to the administration. This process goes on until 
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agreement is reached. The department does all of its own order
ing, receives and processes the materials, sores them, and in
ventories them. 

V. Professional Organizations 

In order for members of an English department to be truly 
professional and to keep up with what is going on in the profes
sion, they must not only belong to but also be active in and 
read the literature of the professional organizations. They 
must be given the time and the money to attend professional 
meetings, workshops,. and institutes, and professional materials 
must be made available to them. 

At De La Salle the department keeps a rack of professional 
literature in the English center and includes in the budget an 
ample amount of money with which to send teachers to professional 
meetings. Teachers are almost always allowed to attend meetings 
of their choice during the school day if necessary. The other 
teachers automatically pinch hit for the absent teacher.· When a 
teacher requests to be absent from school in order to attend a 
professional meeting, the chairman gets permission from the ad
ministration, which is usually automatic, and then asks that the 
teacher make arrangements with his colleagues to take care of 
his obligations for the day. The department finds that because 
it is easy for teachers to get away from school for professional 
meetings, they are very willing to attend meetings on weekends 
and holidays. Finally, because the teachers are encouraged to 
read professional materials and because those materials are 
available in the English center, the teachers are very aware of 
what meetings are where and when, of what is going on in the 
profession. 

VI. Supervision of English Teachers 

Most English teachers feel that teacher supervision is neces
sary, espe.cially supervision of new teachers or teachers new to a 
particular school. If English teachers are to be guided, it is 
only reasonable that they be supervised by teachers of English. 
Therefore, each English department should be wholly responsible 
for the supervision of its own members. It seems to be practical 
for the chairman to take on the task for he then gets a picture 
not only of how the individual teachers operate, but also a pic
ture of the day to day operation of the department. The chairman 
and teachers should work out a system of supervision satisfactory 
to all of them, and in most cases the chairman should see that 
the program is carried out. However, if the chairman or anyone 
else in the department is going to supervise, he must have the 
time to do it for it· is a most time consuming job. 

At De La Salle the program of supervision is extensive but 
somewhat informal. The chairman does the supervising and has 
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adequate time in .which to do it. Some of the teachers have exp~ sed a desire to know when they will be visited, but most of theme have told the chairman to feel free to walk in whenever he has time. He concentrates on new teachers, teachers new to the scho 
1 and teachers who have asked for his help. He usually follows a O 

' visit with an. informal conference with the teacher involved. If the administration asks the chairman to report on the work of any individual teacher, the chairman informs the teacher of the request and of what he intends to tell the administration. If something comes up in his conference with the administration which he had not discussed with the teacher, he also informs the teacher of the matter after the conference. If the chairman puts anything in writing which will go into the teacher's file, he gives the teacher a copy before he files the written report. The chairman finds that the teachers do not feel threatened by this rather informal but straightforward procedure and that, in fact, they look forward to his visits and his comments. 

In summary then, any English department .interested in improving and strengthening itself must consider how it might develop its curriculum, develop an English center, improve faculty meetings, institute a departmental budget, promote activity in professional organizations, and supervise its teachers. However, before any department will progress in any of these areas, each member of the department must first work and plan in such a way as to show his superiors that his department should have and can handle the authority and responsibility for seeing to its own operation, and, secondly, each member of the department must then work and plan in order to see to it that his department does, in fact, use that authority and responsibility and, therefore, does operate successfully. The burden finally falls upon each teacher and indeed the burden is heavy. He can no longer consider his only job to be the teaching of excellent and successful classes. He must realize that he has another resp·onsibility just as important and that is to see that the entire operation of his department is excellent and successful. In many cases each teacher's burden will be almost doubled, but the extra work leads to a total program which can give each teacher tremendous satisfaction. 

James Elsenpeter is chairman of the English Department at 
De La Salle High School. 
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newsletteR 

The following items have been included in the JOURNAL ,in 
f d ·t· f the NEWSLETTER An issue of the NEhSLETTER 1' eu O an e i ion o • ~11 come out later in the year. Please con~inue to_send_news 

wi t G ne Fox NEWSLETTER editor, Northfield Senior High, items o e , 
Northfield, Minn. 

MCTE PRESIDENCY CHANGE 

Brother H. Raphael, former president and e~-officio me™:er of the Council's Executive Board, has agreed to fill the un:xp1red term of office for President Rodger Kemp. Mr. Kemp_su~m1t~ed . resi ation, citing personal reasons. Anyone finding it ne~~~!ary t~consult the president of'MCTE :hould d~ so by contacting Brother Raphael at St. Mary's College, Winona, Minnesota. 

MINNESOTA READING ASSOCIATION 

The Minnesota Reading Association will host its annual 
d A il 19th 1969 at the Gustavus Spring meeting on Satur ay, pr . ' D' w· lliam Sheldon d 1 h College in St. Peter, Minnesota. r. 1 , ~/ l r~~use University, will be the keynote. speaker •. The theme of the meeting will involve specific teaching te:hn1ques and 

instructional technology. 

MCTE SPRING CONVENTION 

Miss Edna Downing, Sanford Junior H~gh, M~nneapolis,_is in char e· of plans for the Minnesot~ Council spring c~nvention. Vice~President Downing indicates t~at t~e program 1s nearly comlete for the annual convention which w:11 be hosted by Moorhead ~tate College, Moorhead, Minnesota, April 25 - 26. Make plans 
to attend now. 
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~ORUm 

LITERATURE, FRESHMAN, ANO MORALITY 
By CHARLES R MOYER 

Hemline University, St. Paul 

I 

TI_ie controv~rsy that my title is meant to point toward is, I 
~ quick to admit, often boring and fruitless. I trust that there 
1s no need t~ describe it at length. Someone has asked the stu
dents to reaa a book that offends someone else• s ser{se of sex 1 decency. Someone has assigned some such novel as Last Exit t~a 
Brookly~ ?r Our Lady of the Flowers -- some novel repletewith all 
tho~e v1r1le Anglo-Saxon monosyllables and sometimes with pains
tak~ngly detailed explorations of such taboo practices as mastur
bation, homosexuality, lesbianism, and so on. And someone __ 
:isu~lly some parent, alumn~s, trustee, or "friend of the college"-
is incensed. Th~ Dean begins to get the irate telephone calls, 
and we hear the innuendoes about night-life in the dormitories 
th~ arguments ad hominen, and the tired cliches about Socrates' 
b~1~g made to drink hemlo~k. It tends to be a relentlessly repe
t~tious con~roversy, but it does often involve important assump
tions? and it may be that if these could be brought to the surface 
and discussed, t~e controversy might be carried on with a degree 
of cogency that 1t too often lacks. • 

My own experience in ~he~e matters is limited, and there may 
be better reasons for assigning or refusing to assign some sup
posedly licentious book than I have heard. But the ones I have 
heard are these. Those who condemn the book say either that it 
may corr~pt_the young o: that it may tarnish the image of the 
colle?e in its surrounding community. Those who defend the book 
sometimes say that the coHege ought to teach it because it will 
have a liberating. effect on the students: it wi 11 "shake them up" 
and help to emancipate them from their provincialism and middle 
class values. Or, if this argument is not thought to be effective 
those who defend the book may do so on the grounds of its relevanc; 
to the contemporary ~or~d: Deer Park, they say, will give the. 
students a valuable insight into the manners and mores of our 
society, will show them what our society is really like. 

One of these assertions lies slightly to one side of the issues 
~hat I ho~e_to discuss, and I would like to get it out of the way 
1n a pre lim1nary and perhaps abrupt fashion. Those who condemn 
the b?ok say that it may tarnish the image of the college. Parents 
may withdraw students, alumni may withdraw support, and contri
butors may wi th110ld funds. The problem here concerns the degree 
of loy~lty and_responsibility that a college owes to its surrounding 
community. Win le a college does have such a res pons ibi li ty, its 
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first responsibility must always be to the intellectual life and 
the heritage of thought and culture which it represents and trans
mits. If a book has an important place in that heritage, then the 
college should see to it that the book is represented on its campus 
whatever the expectations of the community might be. But the col
lege does, of course, have a responsibility to this community. I 
should say that it is just what Socrates identified as the respon
sibility of the rational man: to be able to give coherent reasons 
why he believes what he believes and does what he does. The college 
need not truckle to the community, but it must be able to reply to 
it with cogent and rational grounds for the manner in which it 
conducts its affairs. 

If we can set aside this "public relations" argument, we are 
left with three assertions. I will, in lawyer-like fashion, list 
the assumptions and then go on to deny them. 

1. Literary choices are to be made in moral terms and on 
moral grounds. 

2. A college should seek to impart moral or spiritual 
enlightenment to its students. 

3. The justification of college study lies in its 
relevance to the contemporary world. 

II 

Both sides to the controversy, whatever their differences, 
seem to agree that choices among works of imaginative literature 
ought to be made in terms of morality, and they even imply that 
the purpose of literature is a moral one. Although their ideas 
of morality may differ, they are both judging on moral grounds: 
one side is condemning the book because it sets at naught some 
value they cherish -- chastity or conventional standards of decent 
discourse, perhaps; while the other side is praising the book 
because it has a moral or spiritual effect which they cherish 
emancipation or liberation or something on that order. 

The precise relations between morality and literature are a 
vexed and vexing matter. Here there is neither the space nor the 
necessity to develop them completely. It is obvious that litera
ture presents us with characters making moral decisions and with 
authors recommending moral values, and a host of examples make it 
clear that as moralists we may use literature in a variety of sig
nificant ways. It has even been said that every serious author 
has some scheme of values or view of life which he wishes to per
suade his readers of, and while we may wish to deny the "every," 
it is obviously true of many or even most authors. (It is espe~ 
cially true of authors since the Romantic Era.) And since a per
son's ability to grasp this scheme of values is one of the most 
convenient tests of his ability as a reader, it is to be expected 
that a good deal of attention will be focused upon it in the 
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classroom. 

Considerations such as these make it eas and na 
t? go on to say, as was traditionally said ihat th tural for us 
literature is a moral one· 11·terat . , e purpose of 

• ure exists to delight . 
struct. It may be easy and natural to sa this b . . and In-
false. The word "instruction " i· t i· s t y ,b ut l t is also 
th , rue may e so ma. 

at one may say that Ii terature "instruct~ " but th. t nipulated 
to be a 7ense of the word quite removed fro~ the s is _urns out 
n~rmal discourse, and these days it is better to b:n~1u~~ b:ars in 
~ e ~at~er. The purpose of literature is not moral ors _a_out 
uplift or enlightenment, and Phili Rahv was . p1ritua1 

he recently observed that "the relatlon betwee qul~tte accurate when 
truth 1 • . . n 1 erature and 
gethero!e:;;:iv~~~tght is sometimes very erratic, if not alto-

There are, of course, more famous names that mi ht b · 
here -- . one thinks of Coleridge's insistence that tfe e invoked 
a poem is pleasure and not truth -- b t th purpose of 
hardly seem necessary. It should be \ . ese appe~ls to authority 
that those who define literature in m~r:~o~:n:: this lat7 date 
sel~es in ~or some unpleasant consequences. Thea::rlet!1ng th~m~ 
to Judge literature in terms of its moral value ~lf1rst cr1t1c 
the result of that decision is known to all of u:as Thato, and 
were thrown out of the just republic because the • e poets 
worthy as sources of moral insight. And if Platy,are no! trust
granted, we must admit that he· was quite right or: premises are 

t
that ~eo Tolst?y, given his premise that the p~rposem;~ 1I:: be 
ure is moral improvement . ra

C b' . . , was correct in saying that Uncle Tom• 
~ is superior to Shakespeare's plays. --- ~ 

Such aberrations may tempt us t d h 
relevance whatever to literature b~t ;~r t_at m~rality has any 
as extravagant as it is to defin; lit tis is~ o course, quite 
d era ure in moral terms How 
l~t:;a;;a~~r~~?th~fmoral principles and decisions that we find in 
retend " • we are good readers, we play a game of "let's 

~he tim~ be:~gac~;~tt~~e author'shpremises hypothetically and for 
that hos , . n we see w at he makes of them. We grant / 
h _g ts may exist, that statues may come to life that 

~h=~l~~v:~w:~: co;e t~e, that Nature never did betr~y the ~:~;t rl 

to . " . • . or e test of a work of art is not its "truth 
h life b~t 1 t7 rn!ernal coherence and consistency. If this 

co erence is ma1nta1n7d, we do not scribble "How true" or "What 
nonsense" in the ma ( l rgins as we might in the margins of thi·s es-
say). There are f I 
us to accept the' pr;:i::ru;f a:' t~:r~~t 

0
;f t~:r!::gf ~a~~~n whic~ a~k 

portant and can b ·t . very 1m-
by such a work w \dui e com~cal. Anyone who might be "corrupted" 
would be. douf _not be ~n need of moral enlightenment; he 
and th in nee. o h7nst:uc!1on about the nature of literature 

.e manner in w ich it is to be received. 

Admittedly, there are occasions on whi'ch thi's game of "let's 
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pretend" breaks down. On the one hand, we may come across state
ments, creeds, or allegiances which we believe to be profoundly true, 
and we may remove these from the novel or poem and make them our 
own in our own daily life. (As Yeats' lines "The best lack all 
conviction, while the worst are filled with a passionate intensity" 
are for many people today not dramatic utterances in a poem but a 
troth whose authority is, beyond question.) On the other hand, we 
may find the author's outlook to be so pernicious -- as in Ezra 
Pound's poems recommending anti-Semitism -- that we are unable to 
assume it.even hypothetically. We must simply close the book. 
Such an example might suggest that there is some consensus gentium 
of humane or "uni"versal" values which an author must not violate 
if he is to win our acceptance. While the great majority of authors 
do in fact write within the limits of some such consensus, still 
this is a rather misleading and perhaps ultimately false doctrine. 
As is certainly suggested by Homer's calm acceptance of murderous 
brutality or the grim pleasure with which Dante places his contem
poraries in the burning pits of Hell. 

Literature does not and cannot tell us what powers, if any, 
govern our world, nor what forms of conduct are pleasing to them. 
And if we make such enlightenment the aim of our reading, we will 
stultify and even destroy our interest in literature. Our list 
of acceptable authors will be reduced to those who are in posses
sion of the "truth"; we shall say that these authors have written 
"great" literature while all the others have written "mere" liter
ature, and it is all too possible that we shall end by continually 
gazing at ourselves in the mirror that we have defined as "great" 
1i terature. 

Of course,, the act of reading imaginative literature does have 
important ethical and moral significance. By submitting ourselves 
to the moral outlook of a wide variety of authors we become aware 
of moral possibilities of which we previously knew nothing, we may 
develop some sense for the complexities of ethical decisions, and 
we may even develop a sort of ethical tolerance and balance. But 
this reading does not and cannot of itself give us moral wisdom, 
and it cannot even insure our commitment to moral concerns. After 
all, our acquaintance with the literary world need be very slight 
to show us that those who have read a good deal of imaginative 
literature are not morally superior to those who have not done so. 
Tolstoy's many diatribes concerning the moral superiority of simple, 
unlettered folk to the literati of his time are gross exaggerations; 
it is also exaggerated to simply reverse his position and speak as 
though literature does in fact confer such a superiority. 

• III 

We have now arrived at our second assumption -- that a college 
has a duty to impart moral or spiritual enlightenment to its stu
dents. In the controversy that we are discussing this assumption 
appears when those who defend the allegedly salacious novel do so 
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on the g:'oun~s that it will have a certain moral effect. it .. 
be emancipating or liberating and will lift the student. b w111 
narrow provinciality of his middle class values presuma:1ov7 the 
some sort of higher wisdom. ' Y into 

There are several things that might be said here One . 
deny that we in fact have the close and copious knowl~dge ofm1ght 
students' values which would be necessary if we were to k ~ur 
what we are to liberate them from. (Are we to unhesitati~o~ Just 
acc 7pt the students' rather faltering attempts to articula:ey . 
att1t~des, wh7n we know how difficult we ourselves find it tot~e1r 
anything meaningful about our own values?) or one mi· ht ay 
th t th • • g remark 

a ere is never a reasonable approach to precision in th 
~f the t7rm "middle class" -- at least not in this context e~se 
1s_th~ ~1ddle clas~,_and_how do we know what its values ar;? at 
Th17 middle class 1s, indeed, on its way to becoming a rather 
!ud1crous anachronism, for the allegations that one hears about 
it today are almost precisely the same as those that may b · 
ferred from the early works of Joyce, Mann, or Gide, worksew~~~h 
appeare~ n~a7ly half a century ago. It is difficult to believe 
that this middle class" is some timeless Platonic essence which 
hov7rs ser~nely above the normal processes of historical chan e 
It 17 ~ons1derations of this sort which sometimes lead to theg • 
sus:p1c1on that "middle class values" have become a perhaps con
venient but rather frayed rhetorical fiction. 

But even if this is wrong and there are such .things as middle 
class val~es, then it seems plain that this belief in the power 
of education to grant moral redemption and damnation must be 
of th 7m._ There is certainly a good deal of evidence to sugge~~e 
that it is one of the more pervasive faiths of the American 
people. In our zeal to liberate people from middle class values 
:perhaps we teachers have incorrectly identified those who are ' 
1n need of this deliverance. 

Just as we were_touching upon a complicated matter when we 
wer7 brought up aga1~st the relation between literature and mo
ral1tf, so the rela!1on_b 7twee~ education and morality cannot be 
described ~y over-s1mpl1f1ed disjunctions or identifications. 
No one den~es ~hat the collegiate experience may have -- indeed 
one ~opes 1 t. w1~l have -- an ethical. impact upon the students, 
but Just as it 1s not true that the purpose of literature is to 
b7 morally uplifting, so it is not true that the purpose of a 
l1beral_education is to give the students moral and spiritual 
well-being. l 

Perhaps the point would be more easily granted if Cardinal 
Newman's !dea of~ University were read as often as it is cited. , 
:he book is frequently referred to as one of the great landmarks 
1n th 7 theory of !iberal education, but it is not easy to see 
that it has much influence upon educational matters today. Newman 
placed_an extraordinarily high value upon the fruits of a liberal 
education, and he has given them what is perhaps their most famous 
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definition. A liberal education, he tells us, is meant to impart 

that true enlargement of the mind which is the power 
of viewing many things at once, as one whole, of 
referring them severally to their true place in the 
universal system, of understanding their respective 
values, and determining their mutual dependence. 2 

'!his is the "heal th of the intellect" which it is the goal of li
beral education to give its students. It is a great good and 
greatly to be prized. However, as Newman is at pains to point 
out, it is not a moral or spiritual virtue. There are many vir
tuous people who do not have it, and some of those who do have it 
are -- well, not notorious for their virtue. 

A student's intellectual development does presuppose certain 
moral virtues -- honesty and integrity, for example. But there 
are crucial moral virtues --· humility and commitment to the com
mon good (and perhaps even chastity) which cannot be made the aim 
of a liberal education. As Newman said, there is nothing in the 
structure of a liberal education which can prevent its students 
from becoming "victims of an intense self-contemplation." This 
self-absorption -- pride, as it used to be called -- can corrupt 
every moral virtue, and one may legitimately wonder whether or 
not a liberal education does not tend to promote this failing 
just about as often as it militates against it. As Newman recal
led, "Basil and Julian were fellow-students at the schools of 
Athens; and one became the Saint and Doctor of the Church; the 
other her.scoffing and relentless foe. 113 We may substitute what
ever moral or religious or humanitarian ideal we like for New-
man Is Church; his point will remain untouched. 

Of course, a college has a moral responsibility. Moral issues 
are matters of concern to the students, and the college should 
help the students to apprehend and discuss these concerns intel
ligently. But there should be no pretence about this. It will 
not assure, and perhaps not even noticeably further, any degree 
of moral commitment on anyone's part. It is simply another way 
in which to encourage that "health of the intellect" which this 
very controversy shows to be so necessary. 

IV 

We now come to our third and last assumption, the assumption 
that appears when those who defend the supposedly scandalous book 
do so on the grounds that it will give the student important in
sights into ·contemporary society. Lionel Trilling has already 
stated this assumption better than I can: 

The unargued assumption of most curriculums is that the 
real subject of all study is the modern world; that the 
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justi~ication of all study is its immediate and presumabl practi.cal 7elevance to modernity; that the true p;;irpose 
0 ~ all study is to lead the person to be at home in, and in control of, the modern world.4 • 

tis required in the study of the past, and just as the ~nsoth~ ticated may be better and more willing readers than their PhlS . . .d t d r s so they are often more willing to put asi e presen con-el e ' • • h 1 f th S 
for a moment and take an 1nterest·1n t e cu tures o e cern 

past. Or so I have found. 
Mr. Trilling goes on to say that he knows of no way of quarreli with this assumption, but it seems to me that we need only to ng state the assumption in orde: t~ see its_insufficiency. Surely all of us have shared Mr. Trilling' s desire to o_ccasionally find that quiet place where the student can simply know something: "in what year the Parthenon was begun, the order of battle at Trafalgar, how Linear B was deciphered"; almost anything at all which does not ring the changes on all the accepted ideas about Angst and anxiety and alienation. -

r trust that the bearings of these uncertain remarks is appar! t What is important about this controv_ersy is not the issue ~n e·lf but the fact that all of the participants to it have at-
1 1tS ' • h. h h ·buted to 1i terature and 1i terary education purposes w J.C t ey trl • • th d t I 

cannot possibly sustain. It is hardly surpr~smg ese-. ~ys o 

The contemporary world and comtemporary culture are legitimate important, and necessary objects of study. Our own time is quite' properly of greater ~nter 7st to u: than another :im 7. _But while I our culture looks quite disapprovingly upon provincialism in sDace provincialism in time is becoming more widespread every day. All ' of us are learning every day to pronounce the names of exotic spots on the globe which yesterday we didn't even know existed. But :hat common grasp of the past which was once the shared possession of all educated men and women is every day becoming more rare. 

Furthermore, we are discussing the general education of young people during their first years in college, and we must ask how we may most effectively help them toward Newman's "health of the intellect." Do we most effectively do this when we lead thein into all the strident urgencies of contemporary culture? It seems possible that the breadth and balance of vision which New- 1 
man spoke of might be more easily acquired in a less over-heated ! arena. If we wish to liberate our freshmen from inoral provincial- j ity, perhaps we will not advance very far toward this goal by asking them to read novels which are flamboyant attacks on what are assumed to be conventional standards. Perhaps when we do this I we ar 7 still within. the a:eas ~f concern defined by conventional •,, morality and our "liberation" is a rather truncated affair. > 

My ignorance of educational psychology is.by now quite manifest, but I fear it is necessary to make the exposure even more complete. One sometimes meets with the belief that a student must have acquired a certain amount of sophistication and training { before he can take an interest in the past. I do not know how to 1 question this belief except by_appealing to my own experience, ( but I at least have not found it to be true. On the contrary, the(" relatively unsophisticated students -- the freshmen and sophmores -- have, in my experience, often been readier than their upperclass( colleagues to take a lively interest in past eras. The imagina- I tive flexibility and readiness that is required in good reading is closely allied to the imaginative and intellectual flexibility 
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hear someone saying that because of the decl~ne of traditional_ 
1. gion American "education has become a kind of secular re li-re 1 ' • • h • th gion, and teachers a sor: of lay c17r~y, e<:luippmg t e Y~¥ng wi hatever theology, morality, and spirituality th 7y hav 7• Al-~hough it is not surprising, it_is ~onethe~ess disturbing. I~ h observations are correct, if either ·literature or education sue 1· • d t. · becoming the religion of the future, then re 1g1on, e uca ion, is . F • f d literature are in for some serious disappointments. or 1 , an I believe one does a grave disservice to literature and to !~rality by identifying them or defining one in terms o~ the ~ther, 

50 
one does a grave -- and indeed a more import~n: -- d1sser~1ce to education and morality if one slips into_a similar confu:ion when thinking about their purposes. The chief burden of this essay, in fact, is a protest against the exaggerated mor~l and spiritual authority that in our time is so commonly attributed 

to literature and education. 

Because the issues of today are in fact extreme in their intensity and because traditional religion has in fact lost so much of its authority, it is understandable that :he college may be tempted to guide its students through these issues and to assume the mantle once worn by religion and the. church. But t~ adopt these assumptions with all their spurious.consequence: is to take up illusory hopes and impossible expectations. Most importantly, in trying to do what we cannot do, we may easily desert the one task that we may hope to perform -- the encouragement and d~velopment of that "health of the intellect" which alone can permit our students to work creatively within our culture rather than passively accepting whatever assumptions and presuppositions it may entail. Of course, the last, vain hope is that a more mo~est_ attitude on our part might lead to a college catalogue which is something other than a work of fiction. But what's a Heaven for? 

1. 

2. 
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5. Christopher Jencks, "The Future of American Education," The Radical Papers, ed. Irving Howe (New York, 1966), p. 274. 

Professor Moyer is on associate professor of English 
at Hemline University. 

actJV€ ~ll€ 
Kept by MRS. LUCILLE DUGGAN 

When I hear someone say, "I haven't missed a single day of school in years," I marvel, for I am apparently beset by ills he either doesn't know anything about or rises above. I am sometimes contagious; . I have even been needed. I expect these states, like death and taices, will continue to arise and, again like death and taxes, they will probably not be convenient. My daily lesson plans (and let's discuss lesson plans some day) will not often give a substitute much help. Moreover, there are times when I don't want to hand over the work I am doing to anyone else. This means I have to have another plan ready for a substitute and it must be something that is worth doing. 

Because my classes are subject to other emergencies, there are days when I need alternate plans for myself; I do not hesitate to abandon a lost cause if my best-laid preparations fall flat. Sometimes I simply don't want to teach what is on ~he agenda. At such times I draw upon a slim emergency file which "I would ... were fatter." 

Whether or not you have need of such a supply of alternatives, I hope you will contribute some of your ideas to those of us who do. For a start, here briefly sketched, are a few of mine: 
Hand the students dittoed sheets upon which are short lists of suggested statements--topics for talks. I like funny or surprising ones. Allow one or two minutes to structure ideas before asking for less-than-a-minute talks. 

Read some limericks. Complete some. Write some. 
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If you can flood the room with reading m_aterial, let students browse, choose, and read. 
Let students write something that is_fun, but which is directed in a particular way. Retelling a we~l-known fable or fairy tale for a carefully depicted audience has lots of possibilities. 

use a word-sleuth assignment witn dictionari:s fo: searching out interesting word histories, and shifts 1n meaning. Nothing dull allowed. 

Since MCTE members teach on different grade levels and_in f ing situations' suggestions pertinent to any of these w~ll i er me Mail your ideas to this column. If no response is welcho • . I shall assume that no one but me ever comes a fort coming, 
f' le •ropper or needs to resort to an emergency i • 

i 

Mrs. Duggan teaches English at Richfield High School, 
and supervises student teachers. 

"SHELL STATION NEAR DETROIT SUMMER" 
By WILLIAM D. ELLIOTT 

Bemidji State College 

The attendant is relieved at the burning out Of my sudden questions. 
1 the Car 's tank, not the can. No - regretfully, o~ Y . But on this Prometh1an night The very sky seems scalded 

And must not be denied. 
In Ypsilanti, they tell me, . A riot could go quickly; the_vague rain Will do nothing. When the night goes It will probably freeze and snow . And on the Expressway, Edsels running Like giant mechanical ghosts 
Will cut down Mormons. 

12th Street' true Christians, The white merchants on Will make presents of their ~ounters; Their brothers, the Black Snipers, Will yawn like old darkies And dream themselves away. If ever Thoreau would move away from Wa~den He would destroy the town with bullets While down in the white suburbs, my home, The dull monotony of Johnny Carson 
Is dull monotony. 
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TOW ARDS THE IMPROVEMENT OF 
ENGLISH TEACHER EDUCATION IN MINNESOTA: 

CHAPTERS IN A CONTINUING HISTORY 
Chapter II. REPORT FROM THE CAMP COURAGE 

CONFERENCE IN MARCH, 1968 
By SISTER MARY ALICE MUELLERLEILE, College of St. Catherine 

On March 17, 1968, I joined a group of teachers from the fivestate region of Iowa, Minnesota, North Dakota, and Wisconsin, who ~eft their stud 7nts and their books for the wilds of Camp Courage in Annandale, Minnesota. Representatives of various subject matter areas involved in college and secondary education, we had c~me to thi: particular camp at the joint invitation of the Upper Midwest Regional Laboratory and the five-state Association of Student Teaching organizations in order to discuss criteria for guiding teacher preparation. The four days of discussion carried on in this rural and rustic setting demanded psychological as well as physical courage from us participants. Most of us were not prepared for bunk beds or for camp cooking, but, true to our profession, we adjusted easily once we discovered that the workshop would satisfy our occupational interest in ideas. 

To be honest, however, I must confess that the.first two days of the workshop had us wondering whether or not there would be such intellectual satisfaction. The workshop opened on Sunday night with a presentation of the Stanford University Performance Curriculum for Teacher Education by Dr. James Cooper, a leader in the development of the Stanford program. As Dr. Cooper masterfully described· the Stanford program, most of us grew more and more aware of our own uneasiness. The basic premise underlying the Stanford approach to teacher preparation is the belief "that much of teaching consists of acts or behaviors." (Seethe unpublished article by James M. Cooper, "A Performance Curriculum for Teacher Education, " p. 3.) The program which developed from this belief attempts to train young men and women for the classroom first by identifying certain teacher behaviors which have proven successful in the classroom and then by helping prospective teachers shape their own teaching activities so that they reflect these successful skills. Years in the classroom--both as teachers and students--had taught most of us that a variety of ,·1,achers with a variety of teaching styles could be effective. How then could we accept Dr. Cooper and the program he was trying to sell? 

As we broke into small groups that evening, those of us in the English group openly analyzed our hesitancy to accept the Stanford program. That session and the one which followed on Monday found us airing our difficulties: "Did we think we could describe what an English teacher needs in regard to the technical skills of teaching?" And if we could, "Would the Stanford list 
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such skills include all those needed f~r the teaching of Eng-0\h?" The hours of discussion spent trying to answer.these and 1: -
1 r kinds of questions offered no answers or solutions •. In s1:~eaof. the fact that the discussions did not resolve ~ur d1lem-' sp however they were probably the most important sessions of m:; worksho; for our particular group. By uniting us at the very t innin against what appeared to be a c~mmou e1_1e~y '. they kept be; roug from splitting into the conv7ntional divisions of colo~ e g anl secondary. We did not have time to tell the college 1e~hods' teacher or the secondary cooper~ting te~cher where he 

! 
l 

I 

~r she had failed. We were too busy trying to discover where 
Stanford had failed. 

On Monday afternoon, we finally gave up our struggles wi~h Stanford theory. By that time we had learned so much from lis-ing to one another that we were willing to let even Stanford ~:~e its say. we conceded to Dr. Cooper's request th~t we take one of the activities described in the Stanford material--~he . activity of introducing a un~t--and that we an~lyze :he criter:a listed for this activity against our_own exp7r1ence in the ~ng lish classroom. The Stanford c:iter1~ ~escr1bed the following 
procedures as appropriate to this activity: 

The teacher: • d 1. Recognizes the importance of the introducti~n_a1_1 organizes and times the lesson so other activities do 
not detract. . . Arouses student interest in the unit by re~ating it to 2 • other experiences, showing personal enthusias~,_a1.1d roviding potentially interesting student activities. 

3. ~scertains that purposes of the unit are clear to the 
student. 

4. Explains or develops w~t~ :t~dents their roles in the unit and their responsibilities to the material. s. Relates the unit to previous uni ts and overall goals 
for the year. . . 6. Utilizes instructional materials which enhance intro-
duction activities. . . 7. Discusses the ways and means for evaluating the unit. 

See the unpublished "Stanford University Performance Criteria 
in Teaching," p. S.) 

After three or four hours of discussion, we decided to revise the 
Stanford criteria to the following list: 

The teacher: 
1. Chooses the best time to introduce the unit. 
2. Presents an overview of content. 
3. Qevelops with the students the purposes and goals of 

the unit and the means of attaining them. 
4. Explains unfamiliar terms and new concepts. 
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s. 
6. 

7. 
8. 
9. 

10. 
11. 
12. 

Demonstrates procedures. 
Introduces and uses relevant instructional and re material. source 
Relates unit to students' experiences. 
Tests students' capabilities and responsiveness. 
Develops students' roles and responsibilities with· the unit. in 
Sets up pertinent schedules and routines. 
Determ~nes the ways and means for evaluating the unit. 
Determines the ways and means for evaluating the 
effectiveness of the lesson. 

_The ~esults of this exercise were not terribly exciting. By 
adding five proce?ures to the Stanford list, we may have provided 
a_m?re comprehensiv~ ~nd ~recise ?escription of one teaching ac
~iv1.~y, ~ut the activity itself did not catch our interest or 1m~ginat1on. Perhaps we reacted this way because we knew that 
units ?f work_had been and would continue to be, more or less 
~f~ectiv~ly, 7ntroduced by English teachers, whereas other activ-
1tie: which rightfully belonged in the English classroom might 
continue to be more or less ignored. 

Our e_arl~er discussion of the Stanford material had led most 
of ~s_t? believe ~hat Stanford itself was guilty of ignoring 
activitie~ essential to the teaching of English. We had feared 
~or example, ~hat no p~ovision was made in the Stanford program' 
for the teaching of written composition. With such thoughts in 
our heads, we could hardly be satisfied with limiting ourselves 
-to an analysis of the criteria worked out by Stanford. So as 
soon as we had completed the assigned task, we moved away from 
the Stanford program ~nto an area which had more meaning and 
relevance for us English teachers--the area of written composition. 

As we discussed what had worked and what had failed in our 
own teaching of composition, we began to draw up some guidelines 
to help the student teacher. The process could have been painful 
but, by this time, we respected and trusted one another to such ' 
a de~ree ~hat encouragement rather than pain was the end result. 
We vied with one another to present our ideas to the scrutiny of 
the group even though this scrutiny frequently exposed our weak
~esses. Such exposure no l9nger hurt; we had forgotten ourselves 
in o~r concern for the prospective English teacher. The college 
English teacher, who is usually defensive about her lack of sec
ondary teaching experience, was continually turning to the second
ary teacher and asking, "Will this work with a class of your 
students?" The secondary teacher, on the other hand who is 
usually sensitive about her lack of academic work, w~s asking the 
college teacher to explain such recent developments as the rhe
torical method of teaching composition. 

• es which we felt would foster better training of English tea-
1Jll • • • ( Th • d 1 • cners in the area of wr:tten c?mposition: ese gui e ~nes were 
ublished in the following article: Luci~le Duggan and ~ister 

IP Alfred, "Guidelines for Student Teaching: An Adaptation of 5~~ Stanford University Performance Criteria in Teaching to an 
~ ti vi ty in Language Arts," Minnesota English Journal, IV, Apri 1, 
J~68, 63-69.) Although we realized that these_guidelines were 
either the first nor the last word on the topic, we knew that 

j~heY expressed a con:ensus of experienced high school and college 
teachers and, for this reason, they could b~ helpful for stu~ent 

_teachers. In spite of our attempt to apprai:e ?ur work r7ali:-

l tically, however, we were somewhat smug_in viewing our guide~ines 
as more practical and, therefore, more important than the criter
ia described in the Stanford program. Fortunately for us, we 
were not allowed to leave the conference with this illusion. 
Towards the end of the last session on Wednesday, a member of our 
group accidentally discovered that som7 of_the proced~res w7 had 
50 painstakingly worked out for our guidelines were listed in the 
Stanford material. Procedures we had recommended_for the s~u~ent 
teacher's use during the composing stage of te~chi~g composi~ion, 
for example, were listed among the Stanford criteria for moni
toring in-class assignments. Such a discovery had brought us full 

'circle. The very foe who had forced us to unite in the beginning 
.of the conference was disclosed as a member of our ranks. 

Richer for this discovery, we left the wilds of Ca~p Courage I with a new kind of hope. Not only had we over~ome the diff~cu~ty 
i~. of approaching the problem of teacher preparation from our indi

vidual and, therefore limited, perspectives, but we had also 
created a kind of harmonious union which encouraged and respected 
the unavoidable variety of these perspectives. 

Chapter Ill. REPORT FROM THE ENGLISH TEACHER 
PREPARATION CONFERENCE AT THE COLLEGE OF 

• ST. .CATHERINE IN OCTOBER, 1968 

~ 
By MRS. LUCILLE DUGGAN, Richfield High School 

Participants in the MCTE-affiliated Teacher Training Confer
ence met in October, 1968, to consider ways in which all those 

) concerned with the training of English teachers can work together 
J to improve the quality of teacher preparation. Among the forty-

three registrants were representatives from the State Department 
of Education, the University of Minnesota, eight Minnesota col-

·leges, and twenty-six public schools. It was the hope of the 
planners that discussion in small, cross-level groups could pro
mote understanding of one another's situation, give perspective 
to the problems of teacher training, and indicate ways in which 
this group of interested persons could contribute to the solu
tions of these problems. 

Interaction of this kind helped us formulate a set of guide- J Sister Mary Alice Muellerleile of St. Catherine's, president 
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of the planning group for the conference, welcomed conference m bers and told how this group had been organized at the 1968 Spr~mCon~erence of the MCTE in response to needs expressed in -two pr:~g ceding conferences (the UMREL-sponsored Minnesota Colleges Conf ·ences on English Teacher Preparation held in Minneapolis duringer. the Spring of 1967, and the UMREL-AST-sponsored conference on th Stanford University Performance Criteria held at Camp Courage ine March, 1968). She also reported some suggestions made earlier by the participants for discussion during the October conference and explained that group assignments had been made to include' representatives from several areas of teacher training. A leader and a recorder were chosen by each group. 

Note: In this report the term supervising teacher will be used to refer to the college instructor who supervises student teacher assignments. The elementary or secondary school teacher who works with the student teacher in his classroom will be designated as the cooperating teacher. The confusion which exists in current usage about the terms supervising, supervi:;ory, cooperating, and critic teacher should not be tolerated. 

What follows is a list of Problems proposed for cons.ideration in the various groups, each of which is followed by some suggested means of coping with the problem: 

I. 

I I. 

Need for agreement about what the field of English is Suggested solutions: Eliminate separate discipline emphases; help student teachers to see the basic unity of English; subject matter teachers should be "critic" teachers as well as educational methods tea·chers. 

New developments within the discipline which are not being coped with by those who prepare English teachers 
Student teacher must be aware of his obligation to keep up with new deveopments in his field throughout his teaching career, and his tr.aining should reflect this awareness on the part of his teacher. 

Relating student teacher training to new ideas in education (for example, current curriculum design) 
Student teachers should know about different kinds of tea- 1· ching designs and have some preparation for teaching within • them; they should visit elementary or secondary classrooms early in their t·:-aining so that their methods classes can 'j" be of more value to them; place methods courses earlier in students' course work; sophomore and juniors might serve as i teachers' aides; there should be seminars after student \ teaching to compare experiences in teaching in different ! fields and in different kinds of teaching situations. ¾ 

J IV. Orienting cooperating teachers to new designs 
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v. 

VI. 

VIII. 

secondary English teachers should exchange clas~es not only within their own schools but between schools -- 1f the exchange is made between schools, the visiting tea~h 7r ~hould meet with the English faculty of the school he v1s1ts, arrange special training for cooperating ~eachers; establish qualifications for cooperating teachers (ideally, cooperating teachers should be screened by experienced methods . teachers before students are assigned); have the cooperating teacher connected to the teacher-training institution; get the methods teacher back into the high school for a semes-
ter's assignment. 

The inability of student teachers to be flexibl 7 in their approaches and realistic about the job of teaching . Video tapes should be made of experienced teac~ers teaching and of student teachers teaching, and made available to methods classes and to workshops on English teacher preparation· student teachers should have participated in smallgroup'interaction and in the preparation ~or s~all-group learning experiences; use the Stanford University Perfo:mance Criteria to develop competence in a range of teaching skills which allows the student teacher to be more ver 7atile in approach and more responsive to the needs of his 
students. 

The need for student teachers to learn the value of inductive 
teaching before they teach . . . Provide opportunities for practice with disc~very methods of teaching (since many teachers react negatively to the term inductive teaching, methods teachers and student teachers should expect some discouragingresponses from cooperating teachers; it was also suggested tha~ ~ student who does not reach the specific objective anticipated has not 

failed if he has become involved). 

The need for more individualized teaching experiences for the 
student teacher 

The Carnegie Student Teaching Program used by the University of Minnesota was discussed in several groups; see also XI. 

The need for in-service training for teachers In-service training can be used to influ 7nce teacher behavior; types of in-service training now being us 7d successfully in Minnesota are: a) one-day-a-week ses 7ions for.teachers to work together within a department, with substitutes hired to cover classes; b) in-service classes once a 
week for six or eight weeks. 

IX. The relationship to be fostered between student teacher and 
cooperating teacher 

The cooperating teacher and the student teacher should work
1 together as a team during the initial stages of the students 
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x. 

XI. 

experience~) to maintain th 7 level of teaching that has 
been established, 2) to provide an effective learning exp 
ience for the student teacher, and 3) to encourage him t er
stand on his own feet while the cooperating teacher is 

0 

present so that he will be better able to do so when he· 
alone; both cooperating teacher and student teacher shou~: 
~eep a daily journal of the student teacher's experience 
in the classroom; both cooperating teacher and student tea
cher should work together in prepari~g students to evaluate 
the student teacher's work; cooperating teachers should 
take.the time with student teachers to give them the best 
possible advice, which means being involved with what the 
teacher~ are doing (note: the personal, social, and cul- se 
tural life of the student teacher will be a determining 
factor in his success as a teacher if he realizes that 
these exp7riences can and must form a paTt of his day-to
day teaching); in order to be a more valuable resource 
person to a student teacher, the cooperating teacher should 
make every effort to observe the teachers within his own 
school to discover a variety of successful teaching tech
niques. 

The need to establish better relationships between high 
school and college teachers 

There sh~uld be meetings of the supervising teacher, the 
cooperating teacher, and the student teacher to discuss 
common problems; involve methods instructors in actual 
teaching situations in the secondary schools periodically 
so that they can be more effective in teaching methods 
courses and can communicate better with secondary school 
t 7achers; methods instructors might make an effort to meet 
with all the cooperating teachers in a given school in 
order to clarify points of mutual concern; get the success
ful classroom teacher into the methods classroom as a 
resource person. 

The need for a professional program of teacher training by 
exten~ion of existing programs or by a new program 

~evise presen; program by means of seminars (financed by 
federal funds?) for college and cooperating teachers to 
determine what English is and how it can be taught--class
room experience of student teacher could then implement 
his learninfs.fro~met~odscourses; c~eate a new program of 
teacher training in which lower level composition communi
cation, and literature courses are handled in part by 
student teachers under supervision of master teachers in 
the college as an addition and partial replacement of 
present methods courses; replace two probationary years in 
se~ondary schools by an in-service tr~ining program in 
w~ich_a mast7r teacher supervises, assists, and teaches be
side inexperienced teachers; teach English courses for 
prospective teachers in a way which helps students see how 
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they might teach what they are learning; create dialogue be
tween administrators, college methods people, and classroom 
teachers to educate all to responsibilities in training. 
teachers; establish pilot programs to evaluate success of 
programs. 

XII, Cultural differences between teacher and students which affect 
mutual understanding 

Cultural differences should be emphasized in English aca
demic courses, English methods courses, and in regular ed
ucation courses. 

While surprising unanimity existed about the nature of the 
problems and about ways to approach their solutions, obviously 
not everyone at the conference agreed with every statement re
ported above. The groups were searching for answers, not setting 
down rules. • 

Perfect accord, however~ obtained in another matter. Members 
of the conference were most appreciative of the hospitality of 
the College of St. Catherine and especially appreciative of the 
careful arrangements which Sister Mary Alice Muellerleile had 
made for them. 

Finally, the following recommendations emerged from the con~ 
ference: • 

1) That the E_nglish Teacher Preparation Conference group be 
organized into a permanent organization which will work to im.,. 
prove English teacher preparation. 

2) That this organization become an affiliate of CEE. 
3) That the Spring convention of the MCTE plan sessions at 

which elementary and secondary teachers who will work with stu
dent teachers can discuss mutual problems and exchange ideas, 
and to which student teachers will be invited. 

4) That this organization provide structure for dialogue be
tween teacher education programs of colleges and cooperating 
teachers .of public schools. 

5) That this organization encourage intra-institutional dia
l_ogue between concerned departments such as English, English 
education, and education departments. 

6) That this organization involve itself with in-service 
training programs such as those sponsored by Dr. Kincaid's office, 
and provide publicity on in-service ,programs. 

7) That this organization relate itself to other kinds of 
in-service programs (e.g. curriculum studies, inter-class visi
tation, four-day week, modular scheduling). 

~ Participants a:t Minnesota 'Teacher Preparation Conference, Octo-
L ber, 19'68 ,· a:t the correge Of ·st.· ·cathe·ti'ne : --· 

Mrs. Ione L. Allen, Milaca; Carlton Anderson,· Park Rapids High 
_ School; Laurie Arter, Northfield .High School; Walter P. Ayotte, 

t St. Mary's College, Winona; Naomi C. Chase, University of Minn-
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esota, Minneapolis.; Edna C. Downing~ Sanfo 7d Junior High ~chool, Minneapolis; Mrs. June Doerr, Hutchinson High School; Lucille Duggan, Richfield High School; Gloria Erwin, StiHwater Senior High School; Harold J. Fitterer, Mankato State College; Lillian B. Ford, Richfield High School; Gene Fox, Northfield High School• George Gillespie, Cloquet High School; Mrs. Victor Gislason, ' Coliege of St. Teresa, Winona; Len Golden, Duluth Central High School; James Haugen, Ely High School; Jerry Healy, Bethel College l St. Paul; Sister Brigid Heffernan, SSND, St. Agnes High School ' St. Paul; James Hogan, Ely High School; Ruth S. Johansen, Tyle; ·High School; Gerald Kincaid, State Department of Education; 
William J. Krump, Morris High School; Josephine Liebhaber, Wells· Dorothy E. Lorenz, Redwood Falls High School; Ruth Lysne, ' Faribault High School; Alice Mitchell, Chatfield High School; Sister Mary Alice Muellerleile, College of St. Catherine, St. Paul; Richard Nicolai, Austin High School; James O'Neil, St. Mary's College, Winona; Anna Pederson, AugsbergCollege,Minneap~lis; Mrs. R. L. Rams ell, Cambridge Sen.ior High School; Gene Robinson, Red Wing High School; John Rylander, St. Cloud State College; Ted Stellton, West High School, Minneapolis; R. C. Streater, Forest Lake High School; Wallace Stubeda, Litchfield High School; Myron R. Swanson, Bemidji State College; Mary M. Tell, Fergus Falls High School; Eve Webster, Northfield High School; Sandra Wolff, Virginia Junior High School; Robert Wright, Mankato State College; Marvin H. Zastrow, Little Falls High School; Anna Lee 
Stensland, University of Minnesota, Duluth. 

GINN ENGLISH 
for secondary school ... 

GINN SECONDARY SCHOOL 
ENGLISH LANGUAGE AND 
COMPOSITION SERIES 
(grade 7-12) 

For detoiled information write to 

GINN AND COMP ANY 
450 W. Algonquin Rd., 
Arlington Hgts ., 111. 60005 
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